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Abstract 

The term “forensic” or “medico-legal” was defined as health care situations or conditions 

that may have legal implications (Virginia A. Lynch, 2011). Depending on the nature of the 

medical situation, healthcare providers may intersect with the law (Freedberg, 2008) Forensic 

nursing is an emerging nursing specialty recognized by the AmericanNursing Association. 

However, nurses often do not have the basic knowledge to provide the appropriate level of 

forensic care. Forensic Nursing is a specialty that is still new and needs to continue development 

to encompass forensic courses  in the nursing curriculaso nurses can provide the appropriate 

responses in trauma cases, provide a more holistic care to their clients, and advocate in an 

unbiased and scientifically objective manner. The aim ofthis study was to assess the level of 

knowledge of forensic nursing among 4
th

 year nursing students and to  determine if differences in 

knowledge existedbetween nursing students according to socio demographic data . Subjects of 

the study were 108 nursing students from Al-Quds University 50 (46.3%), Bethlehem University 

30 (27.8%), Hebron University 28 (25,9%),  

After data collection and analysis done, a variation was found among the study in relation 

to gender , place of residence , university ,and education major, comparison of the mean 

differences between variables was done concerning the level of knowledge of forensic nursing 

among 4
th

 year  nursing students. The majority of the subjects, aged range 20-23, were 76.8% 

and the total number of female respondents 68.8% . The level of forensic knowledge among all 

nursing students in the three universities were 40.7 % . For Alquds university the level of 

knowledge in forensic nursing was 36.72%. For Bethlehem university the level of knowledge in 

forensic nursing was weak46.2% . For Hebron university the level of knowledge in forensic 

nursing was weak 42.1% .For  gender analysis through  t-test ,there was a statistical significance 

difference because the significance level is 0.005 which was below than 0.05 .For the university 
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the significance score is 0.004 so the score is below the alpha value of 0.05. Therefore there is 

statistically significant difference between mean score of students from each University. 

Thus the researcher concluded that the forensic knowledge of students were very poor in 

all the three universities and the universities needs to improve their education system to improve 

the overall knowledge and this knowledge in Al-Quds is further diminishing. From the results of 

this study, the researcher was able to conclude that the respondents‟ fourth year nursing students 

had not identified the importance of forensic role behaviors towards their role in the hospitals, 

because they are lack of knowledge, information and training of how to deal with forensic cases. 

In the light of analysis of the results, the researcher suggested some recommendations .  It would 

be interesting to conduct a study that includes the qualitative aspect to identify changes needed in 

nursing education. Another recommendation is to review and make innovations and 

improvements in the nursing programs curricula and education system capacity to emphasize 

high quality patient centered care, and evidence based-care.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

Introduction 
            The term forensic has recently appeared as the prefix to many professional 

disciplines as a focus area of clinical practice and educational development. Forensic 

nursing, a specialty of nursing, is one of the new specialty or focus areas that has appeared 

in the last 30 years. Forensic nursing has many subspecialties that deal with the legal aspects 

of caring for patients who are either victims, offenders, living or deceased(Burke Johnson, L. 

B. 2004). 

Forensic Nursing is a specialty that is still new and needs to continue developing, so 

forensic nurses can provide the appropriate responses in trauma cases, provide a more 

holistic care to their clients, and advocate in an unbiased and scientifically objective 

manner(Burke Johnson, L. B. 2004).According to Pyrek (2006) traditionally emergency nurses 

have been the first to come in contact with clients involved in trauma cases, and they are 

trained in the legal complexities of trauma cases and  may not consult with the hospital legal 

team when such cases are presented before providing the necessary interventions for the 

client needs resulting in loss of critical evidence . 

 The main area of research of this study was to assess the level of forensic nursing 

knowledge among the fourth year nursing students in three universities (Al-Quds, 

Bethlehem and Hebron Universities). In order to dwell into the assessment of students with 

relation to their knowledge there is a need to understand the profession itself. There have 

been various definitions of the forensic profession itself, out of which the one by 

theInternational Association of Forensic NursesIAFN (2013) comes close to defining the 

profession in a wholesome way. According to this definition, a forensic nurse is essentially a 
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professional who works as a connecting link with the legal system of justice as well as the 

medical profession that supports various practice roles (e.g. sexual assault nurse, nurse death 

investigator, correctional/psychiatric nurse) each of which requires advanced study . The 

profession is vast and diverse, with various differences being observed in the way the 

profession is practiced across cultures, countries and other geographic and societal 

structures. Practicing nurses often encounter situations that require knowledge of medico-

legal aspect of patient care. However, basic nursing education usually does not include the 

knowledge  nurses need to care for forensic patients (e.g. patients admitted due to non-

natural situations of abuse, assault, accident, or death). Studies have shown health care 

providers acknowledge they are often ill prepared to identify and accurately describe injuries 

or recognize tangible forensic evidence (Caliskan&Ozden ,2012; Kent-Wilkinson,2011). 

Freedberg, (2008) suggested including introductory forensic nursing science concepts and 

skills into undergraduate nursing education would better prepare nurses to identify and 

respond to situations dealing with forensic patients and their familieis. 

This study will be essentially looking into the knowledge of fourth year nursing 

students regarding forensic nursing in three universities ( Al-Quds, Bethlehem and Hebron 

Universities )  and their ability to cope up with forensic cases regardless the absence of 

forensic courses in their curriculum. 

Context of the Study 
The recognition of forensic nurses specialty status by the American Nurses 

Association (ANA) in 1995 required the specialty define and explicate its major conceptual 

base in terms of definitions scope and standard of practice (American Nurse's Association, 

1995).Among the specialties in the health professions in the last thirty years, forensic 

nursing emerged as one of the most dynamic and fastest growing specialties in today's 
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knowledge society (Coram, J. 1993). Nursing students inquired how they become forensic 

nurses, and how they could acquire forensic nursing education. While forensic nursing 

courses and programs rapidly appeared in curriculums in many leading colleges and 

universities, forensic nurse educators also had questions as they develop and taught, often in 

isolation, some of the first forensic nursing courses. "What content should be included in 

each course of program of study?” 

Statement of the Problem 
The basic problem that is addressed in this particualr paper would be related to the 

overall background of the profession. Essentially, forensic nursing as a profession is in its 

developmental phase and is therefore rampant with tensions and issues related to role 

definitions as well as issues related to complexity of work, such as the intricate technical 

details of the profession. 

One of the most important aspects that make the assessment of the knowledge of 

forensic nurses in their field is the fact that there are a large percentage of practicing nurses 

who have been unprepared, both theoretically and practically, to accurately identify and 

understand forensic evidence and deal with injuries and mental disorders(Caliskan & Ozden, 

2012). This could result in some very drastic complications on the field, especially as it 

usually involves emergency situations, which require critical as well as analytical 

knowledge of the subject as a whole. This is one of the major problems that have to be 

considered while looking into the aspect of assessing the overall knowledge of students in 

the field of forensic nursing. Without ensuring that the students are equipped thoroughly 

with adequate knowledge and understanding of the subject, including a good presence of 

mind on the field so that they are in control of extremely urgent cases which could be 

considerably overwhelming for the unprepared individual.Unfortunately, the schools of 
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nursing in Palestine do not offer a forensic nursing course for senior baccalaureate and 

master level of Nursing & Midwifery students.Accordingly, the researcher recognized a 

need to carry out this study to determine the knowledge levels of the 4
th

 year nursing and 

midwifery students at Palestinian Universities in southern of Palestine. 

Rational of the Study 
 This study intend to investigate one of the major emerging nursing specialty in the 

21
st
 Century, namely, Forensic nursing. 

 Knowledge gained from this study will be useful in the development of forensic 

nursing curricula or integrating forensic courses within the available curriculum . 

 To filla research gap as little studies are available that will describe level of 

knowledge of forensic nursing among nursing college students.  

Significance of the Study 
            Many universities are implementing specialized programs and are developing an 

educational niche for themselves by focusing on specific areas of study (Portugal, 2006). 

Alqudsuniversity is one of those universities that interested in contemplating the 

development of future forensic educational programs in various discipline and may benefit 

from the information gathered in this quantitative study to include forensic nursing in the 

nursing curriculum. This study may serve not only increase student knowledge but to 

advance the specialty of forensic nursing that may challenge nurses to articulate clearly the 

theoretical foundations of forensic nursing. Without the basic knowledge of how to assess, 

interpret, and document abuse orneglect, recognize sudden, unexpected, or non-natural 

death, or how to safely and legallyintervene, healthcare facilities nurses are at risk for legal 

repercussions and financialand professional sanctions . 
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Goal of the Study 

           The purpose of the study is to assess forensic nursing knowledge among fourth year 

nursing students in three universities ( Al-Quds, Bethlehem, and Hebron Universities )  

which may affect their competence level when dealing with forensic cases (e.g. sexual 

assault , child abuse , murder ,paternity dispute ) . 

To achieve this goal the following objectives are set : 

1. To assess the level of knowledge of forensic nursing among fourth year students enrolled  

at Al Quds University, Bethlehem University, and Hebron University, during the academic 

year 2015/2016, in Palestine  . 

2. Compare the differences of knowledge of forensic nursing among fourth year students 

enrolled at Al Quds University, Bethlehem University, and Hebron University, during the 

academic year 2015/2016, in Palestine  as related to their gender, place of residence (city, 

village , camp), and the university . 

Research Questions 

The research questions have been framed in relation to the above mentioned 

objectives and the ways in which these can be achieved. By keeping the objectives in mind, 

the essential ways of achieving them in a systematic and orderly fashion is the basic crux 

behind framing the research questions. Here are the basic research questions that were 

framed considering the objectives of the overall research: 

1  What is the level of knowledge of forensic nursing among fourth year students at Al 

Quds University, Bethlehem University, and Hebron University ? 

2 Is there a significant difference in mean knowledge scores of forensic nursing among 

fourth year students at Al Quds University, Bethlehem University, and Hebron 

University ? 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Literature Review 

 

Introduction 

 
This chapter presents review of international and regional studies related to concepts 

of this study in a sequential manner to reflect studies done within the same domain and 

correlate with the study findings. Studies related to this study concepts were reviewed and 

retrieved from different resources including journals and textbooks . A comprehensive 

search was conducted to uncover theoretical and research work related to the study concepts 

via conducting internet search, implementing many key words like forensic nursing 

education, forensic science, bachelor degree ,nursing program , and curriculum. 

Unfortunately the search failed to find any local and published nursing studies in this area. 

A major part of the literature review would be looking into the essential aspects or 

points of consideration in the profession of forensic nursing, as mentioned by several 

authors and scholars. Forensic nursing is an umbrella term that encompasses diverse 

subspecialties of forensic nursing who practice nursing, by providing care to victims of 

violent crime, perpetrators of criminal acts, or care of the deceased, and their 

families(Caliskan, N., & Ozden, D. 2012). A definition by Lynch in 1991, adopted by the 

International Association of Forensic Nurses (IAFN) stated forensic nursing was the 

application of the forensic aspects of health care combined with the biopsychosocial 

education of the registered nurse in the scientific investigation and treatment of trauma, and 

or death of victims and perpetrators of violence, criminal activity, and traumatic accidents 

within the clinical or community institution. (IAFN, 1993) In order to look into the various 

constituent aspects of the profession forensic nursing development, it is first important that 
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we consider the various issues that individuals are faced within the profession of forensic 

nursing as a whole. In the practice of forensic nursing, Mason & Coyle (2008), have 

described several issues such as the concerns related to knowledge of forensic case 

implementation , mandatory detention, risks to patients and practitioners, concerns related to 

custodial aspects, and the inherent differences in the degree of comprehension of the 

principles and implications of the practice as a whole.  

Nursing Science--Origins and Historical Development 

In 1854, Nightingale was asked to organize a team of nurses to care for sick and 

injured soldiers in the Crimea, an area where Great Britain was at war. The conditions she 

found upon her arrival were deplorable. Wounded soldiers were lying amidst all sorts of 

filth, rodents and bugs were everywhere and most of the water was contaminated. 

Nightingale determined that thorough cleaning was the first step toward proper healing. She 

also began checking on her patients‟ status at all hours of the day. In the evening, she carried 

a lamp while making her rounds and providing care to the soldiers. Comforted by her 

selfless caring and compassion, the soldiers nicknamed her “the Lady with the Lamp,” and 

“the Angel of the Crimea.” The hospital‟s death rate decreased by two-thirds during her time 

of service(Bisk, 2016). 

As (Leininger, 1984)defined nursing  is the art and science of caring. Seen as anart, 

nursing encompasses intuitive, expressive, subjective, creative, humanistic, and 

holisticdimensions that find expressions through our therapeutic use of self. Meanwhile “the 

science 
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of nursing is that body of knowledge unique to nursing” (Kent-Wilkinson 1996, p. 25). 

Nursing as a profession represents the largest group of knowledge workers in today‟s 

knowledge society. Teaching, the first or oldest knowledge profession was invented in 1794, 

the year the EcoleNormale was founded in Paris. Sixty years later, Florence Nightingale 

during the Crimean War of 1853 to 1856 founded what would become the second oldest 

knowledge profession, but the largest health care profession (Duma, S. 2004) .The human 

being, as the knowing subject, and object of knowledge of the human sciences was, 

according to Foucault, permitted to emerge by the decline of the classical regime (at the end 

of the eighteenth century) as a categorization in disciplinary blocs by professionals in the 

human sciences (Miller, P. J. 2007) . 

Overview of forensic nursing Birth 

When Virginia A. Lynchwalked into her first crime laboratory, the Star Wars-like 

equipment, pulsing lights, smells of paint and formaldehyde, and evidence, such as weapons, 

blood and teeth didn't scare her away; it left her intrigued and inspired.Her obsession with 

forensics ultimately unfolded a paradigm shift, namely, a whole new nursing specialty called 

forensic nursing.This unique opportunity to visit the crime lab took place in Texas in 1982 

and grew out of her observations as an emergency nurse. Lynch noticed how evidence, such 

as clothing, specimens, records or personal items were often lost, discarded or returned to 

family instead of secured and handed over to authorities(Lynch, V. 1995). 

"When I asked the police if the person who abused, raped or killed these patients would be 

caught and punished, they told me it was unlikely because the doctors and nurses lost and 

destroyed the evidence," she said. "It had never occurred to me that the healthcare 

professions were unintentionally obstructing justice.Memorialization of injuries through 
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preservation of evidence and meticulous documentation can help ascertain the level of intent and 

probable cause for charges to be filed against assailants(Lynch, V. 1995). 

"The investigation of trauma prior to surgical intervention or other life saving measures is 

essential to preserve the image and description of injury before it is lost through a sea of 

wound cleansing antiseptic, insertion of instruments or suturing," Lynch said. " 

This requires specific skills and forensic techniques and will later assist law enforcement 

officers or forensic pathologists to determine if force was used, type of weapon involved, or 

if it was perhaps self-inflicted." 

Vision for forensic nursing knowledge 

Injuries that are caused by deliberate or incautious and recklessbehaviors of others 

are described as a forensic case. All injuriesthat involve traumas are considered as potential 

forensic cases untiltheir causes are confirmed(Burnard & Morrison, 1995). Health personnel 

provide treatmentand care services to forensic cases, such as domestic violence, 

sexualassault, abuse, accidents, injuries, suicide attempts, alcohol andsubstance addiction, 

food and drug poisoning, criminal abortions,and malpractice, in a previous study .In a study 

conducted by(Yavuz MF, 2012).In 2002 in the emergency room it was stated that 31.9% of 

forensic cases thatwere applied to emergency room were traffic accidents, and17.1% were 

poisonings(McCracken, 2002). There is a considerable number of forensiccases seen in ERs, 

and therefore, health personnel need to haveadequate knowledge of forensic 

procedures.Health personnel, who work in emergency services and healthcenters, provide 

service to victims and criminals as well. Healthpersonnel may be the first people to see 

suspects or victims to getin contact with their families or relatives, to touch their 

belongingsduring examination, and to come into contact with laboratory samplesthat are 

obtained from suspect or victim.Health personnel should make a forensic evaluation when 
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theycome across a forensic case. Forensic evaluation includes recordingthe stories, physical 

examination, the identification, collection, preservationof evidence, the protection of 

evidence, documenting theevidence, and crisis intervention. Health personnel canendanger 

the evidence because a lack of knowledge can preventthe correct investigation of forensic 

cases and can be legallyregarded as guilty(Scales, Mitchell, & Smith, 1993). Therefore, 

health personnel play an importantpart in the determination of forensic cases, the collection, 

preservation,and recording of evidence.It is vital that health personnel have extensive and 

adequateeducation regarding forensic evidence. However, no studies, inwhich the 

knowledge levels of health personnel related to theforensic identification and the collection, 

preservation, and recordingof forensic evidence were analyzed were found. The data thatare 

obtained from previous study in forensic nursing ensured the assessment of providedservice 

and knowledge levels of health personnel, who work inemergency rooms and health centers,  

The literature review will basically look into the various examples of quantitative 

research conducted by several authors on the various means of assessment as well as their 

effects on the students themselves. In order to understand the essential areas which have to 

be considered while assessing the students in their knowledge in the particular subject, we 

first need to collect and collate data related to the theoretical framework of forensic nursing.  

 In order to understand the inherent ways in which students can be assessed in the 

knowledge of forensic nursing, it is firstly necessary to outline the basic aspects of the 

subject as well as the principles that make up the practice as a whole. The theoretical 

framework of the literature review can be established by taking into consideration the 

inherent constituents of the practice as a whole.  
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Role of emergency nurses in forensic evidence 

Although nurses in every clinical area may need to recognize, collect, and preserve 

forensic evidence, emergency nurses are particularly positioned for this activity, as they are 

often the first to evaluate a forensic patient. A forensic patient is defined as an individual 

who seeks treatment for a medical complaint that coincides with the law or has the potential 

to interface with the law. This is a complex process that involves other professionals such as 

law enforcement and social services (Michel, 2012). 

Following are examples of the sorts of patients who might be encountered in any emergency 

unit and for whom forensic evidence collection may be a part of their care: 

 A young man with gunshot wounds from a street fight 

 A teen driver in a head-on collision with another driver suspected of being under the 

influence of drugs or alcohol 

 A three-year-old toddler with second-degree burns to the right hand 

 An elderly man with a hip fracture and stage III pressure sores in the coccyx area 

 A young woman admitted with a broken wrist from falling down the front steps 

 A college student requesting treatment for sexual assault that took place at a 

fraternity party 

Keeping the Focus on the Patient 

A major role of emergency nurses in forensic evidence collection is maintaining a focus on 

the patient. The immediate medical needs of the patient are a first concern and should not be 

delayed in order to obtain forensic evidence (ENA, 2010). However, other team members 

focused on evidence-collecting activities may need to be reminded that at the center of this 
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investigation is a patient in need of compassionate physical and emotional treatment. These 

reminders may take the form of “code phrases” that are generic enough not to appear out of 

place to the patient but carry a specific focus message to caregivers(Kent-Wilkinson, After 

the crime, before the trial., 2009). 

Direct corrections or confrontations should not occur within the earshot of the patient. This 

can cause the patient to lose confidence in the caregivers or facility. If necessary, a staff 

member should tactfully remove the offending person from the patient‟s immediate vicinity 

and discuss the matter out of the patient‟s hearing, while maintaining chain of custody (see 

“Maintaining Physical Evidence Chain of Custody” below). 

Assessing and Documenting Findings 

Another role of forensic evidence collection for emergency nurses is as observer of both 

subjective and objective evidence obtained during the interview and assessment process. 

Objective and evidence-based observations and documentation by an emergency nurse in 

any of the example situations listed above can help determine the cause of injury and either 

rule out foul play or assist in establishing that a crime was committed. On the other hand, 

poorly documented observations or incorrectly obtained evidence can be rendered useless to 

the criminal justice process(Coram, 1993). 

Obtaining Physical Evidence 

Obtaining physical evidence for use in determining cause of injury is also an important 

forensic role for emergency nurses. This evidence can link a victim to a suspect or eliminate 

a suspect from consideration. Evidence must be secured, packaged, and maintained 

appropriately to be evaluated and used in legal proceedings. 
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Maintaining Physical Evidence Chain of Custody 

Emergency nurses maintain the chain of custody for any physical evidence obtained. The 

chain of custody is a process used in forensic evidence collection that provides accurate 

information about physical evidence and secures the evidence against possible 

contamination or tampering(Bowring-Lossock, 2006). This process tracks the places the 

evidence has been kept and the people who have had contact with the evidence, in 

chronological order. Such documentation confirms that the evidence has been secure 

throughout the process of obtaining, labeling, packing, processing, and thus ensures that the 

evidence can be used during the court case. 

The chain of custody for any physical evidence obtained during nursing activities with a 

possible victim is vitally important. Maintaining proper chain-of-custody procedures 

defends against legal challenges to the authenticity of the evidence(Cewe, 2013). Therefore, 

it is essential that mandated collection kits and standard collection protocols be used when 

obtaining evidence (Spangler, 2013)). An emergency nurse is most likely one of the first to 

secure evidence in the chain-of-custody process. 

Providing TestimonyOccasionally, emergency nurses are called upon to provide testimony 

in a court case involving evidence they have collected. This is an established part of 

emergency nursing practice (ENA, 2010). Often this testimony authenticates the evidence 

that was collected in the healthcare setting. Testimony can also confirm that the chain of 

custody was maintained during evidence collection procedures. 

Patient – centered evidence collection 
A nurse is a nurse first and forensic nurse second. Emergency medical treatment will 

always supersede a forensic evaluation. That being said, the preserving of evidence should 
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be considered when meeting medical need. Violence, trauma, and abuse assert psychological 

as well as physical harm. In the midst of delivering physical care and preserving evidence, 

emergency nurses must keep the psychological well-being of the victim in mind. Sensitivity 

to a patient‟s psychological well-being may also require patient advocacy with law 

enforcement professionals(Coram, 1993). 

Following Patient-Centered Principles 

Patient-centered evidence collection focuses on the following principles and their 

application: 

 Maintain patient confidentiality. It is important to take care when communicating 

with law enforcement personnel that healthcare information unrelated to the crime is 

not revealed. As always, this includes attention to the confidentiality provisions of 

the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). 

 Respect privacy. Traumatized victims may already feel invaded and violated. 

Medical procedures such as vaginal exams or inspection of private body parts can 

further distress patients. Therefore, it is good practice to explain the forensic 

examination to the patient in addition to asking their permission each time evidence 

is collected from a different part of the body. Privacy is also important during the 

interview process. A patient is more likely to provide frank and intimate information 

in a setting that has visual and sound privacy(Bisk, 2016). 

 Involve support persons as indicated by the patient. While alone with the patient, 

a nurse can ask if the patient would like a family member or friend contacted to 

come in to the emergency department to provide initial and familiar support. 

However, family members or friends may be either supportive or distressing for the 
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patient during interview and assessment. Sexually traumatized individuals, in 

particular, report appreciating having a supportive person nearby in the initial 

evaluation phases (Decker & Naugle, 2009)). In most cases, it is better to complete 

the forensic interview solely with the presence of a trained rape crisis advocate, if 

available, for support.  

 Obtain the patient’s consent. Patients must consent to evidence collection just as 

they must consent to other treatment in the emergency department. This consent 

should allow both the collection of evidence and the release of evidence to law 

enforcement (Spangler, 2013). Many facilities incorporate this consent into their 

general treatment consent form, but some may use a separate, specific form for a 

forensic consent. In all cases, consent for forensic evidence collection must be 

obtained before proceeding. If a patient refuses an examination against medical or 

legal advice, a clinician should not proceed with the exam. The legal age to agree to 

or decline a forensic exam for evidence of sexual assault in Texas is 16 years. If a 

victim is under the age of 16, his or her parent or legal guardian must sign the 

consent. 

 Establish rapport. An empathetic and understanding demeanor will assist in 

obtaining needed information from a traumatized patient. Speaking slowly, making 

eye contact, and showing that the patient is being listened to are all ways to quickly 

establish rapport. Of all people who will come in contact with a patient, the nurse is 

most likely to be able to develop trust(Bowring-Lossock, 2006). 

 Show respect and patience. The patient has just experienced a significant life event 

and may need time to process questions for response. In some ways, answering 

questions is helping the patient to organize and internalize the experience. Start with 
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general questions before moving into the details of the violent event. Both respect 

and patience support the patient‟s psychological well-being(Renaud, 2013) . 

Providing Professional Support and Referral 

A traumatized patient will most likely need professional support beyond what can be 

provided in the emergency department. Sexual assault victims, in particular, have increased 

risk of posttraumatic stress disorder, depression, anxiety, substance abuse, eating disorders, 

and suicidal thoughts (Morisson, 1990). All traumatized patients, then, need to be linked 

with resources to attend to their psychological distress. 

Printed information about confidential counseling and crisis intervention sources should also 

be available to provide to the patient and/or family. They are often unable to digest and 

respond to large amounts of information and direction in the initial period after the trauma. 

Offer to contact the services directly to set up a first appointment. By offering options and 

promoting informed decision-making, the patient is assisted through the early stages of their 

crisis (Friedman Ben-David, 2000). 

Understanding Survivor Response to Trauma 

Individuals respond to trauma in various ways based on their own background, 

developmental phase, and the type of trauma inflicted. As with the pain experience, a 

survivor‟s response to trauma is unique. However, there are commonalities of survivor 

response that can help when supporting the patient during this period. Renaud (2013), in a 

review of the research, found three main categories of symptoms related to posttraumatic 

stress disorder (PTSD). The following examples illustrate how survivor responses may 

present. 
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Negative Perspective 
Even though the practice of forensic nursing harbors immense potential for the use of 

therapeutic practices to help in the healing of mental trauma, the practice is also one with 

immense scope for the harboring of negative feelings and perceptions. This is especially due 

to the fact that the use of therapeutic measures requires a great deal of empathetic 

connection between the nurse and the patient, which can be a very vulnerable position to be 

in. Due to this, nurses who are not accustomed to deal with the immense pressure and 

mental stress that comes with field duty in forensic nursing, especially those related to 

psychiatric patients and sexual offenders. According to theMajesty's Stationery 

OfficeHMSO (1990), the profession of forensic nursing requires the practitioner to be in a 

very vulnerable position, owing to which the chance of getting contaminated with negative 

views also rises to quite an extent. There have been several scholarly articles that have 

outlined the inherent ways in which negative perspectives build up in the profession as a 

whole. One of the essential ways in which negative perspectives are built up during the 

practice of forensic nursing has been described by Kent-Wilkinson (1996), who stated that 

the chances of development of such negative outlooks and perceptions occur during 

especially violent cases of brutality and sexual assault, during which nurses may develop an 

outlook centered around the belief that the offender does not deserve any respect owing to 

the opinion that he is beyond repair  and can never be changed from his previous ways of 

thinking and perceiving. The author also argued that the maintenance of a positive outlook 

in this practice is one of the most difficult as well as the most important aspects to consider. 

According to Richman et al (1999), one of the leading causes of accumulation of 

negative perspectives among nurses in the field of forensic nursing is owing to the heavily 

distorted perceptions that are drawn by society with regards to certain types of offences, 

especially with relation to sexual offences. These misguided beliefs and perceptions which 
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are ushered into the minds of the practitioner due to societal constraints and cultural values 

are the leading causes of contamination of the whole practice in general. In most cases, 

according to Rogers & Topping-Morris (1997), the birth and sustenance of negative 

outlooks is usually affected by the inherent extent of the responsibility that the practitioner 

takes up during the practice. Moreover, according to Scales et al (1993), the development of 

negative views and outlooks in the profession is also dependent on the inherent satisfaction 

and reward that the practitioner gets from the practice as a whole.    

Positive Views 

As mentioned earlier, a major source of positive views in the practice of forensic 

nursing comes from the fact that there is a need for empathy and therapeutic direction in the 

practice as a whole. This can have negative connotations as well, but these can be overcome 

once a sense of control is achieved in any situation. According to Burnard & Morrison 

(1995), positive feelings, perspective and outlooks are bound to arise once the situation has 

been planned intricately so that it can be executed in a systematic fashion. On the other 

hand, this aspect of always striving to maintain control over the situation is also an avenue 

that can invite lots of negative outlooks and perceptions. According toMajesty's Stationery 

Office (HMSO, 1999),  there is a constant struggle between liberation and control in any 

situation that can be encountered during the practice of forensic nursing. 

Security versus therapy 

Another important aspect that has to be considered as a constituent of forensic 

nursing is the inherent tension between security and therapy during the practice as a whole. 

The responsibility of security during the patient sessions in forensic nursing is diverse and 

varies from country to country. For instance, the nurses in UK are associated with the roles 

of both therapy as well as security, while the nursing section in the forensic sectors of US 
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and European countries have security and therapy as two different departments(Day, 1993).  

According to (Mason & Chandley, 1999), the aspect of security especially comes into the 

picture when dealing with the security measures which are associated with the safety of the 

patient during the procedure. Owing to the aspect of differences as well as the tension borne 

out of these differences between security and therapy as a whole, the aspect of security 

during these procedures can be maintained through the formulation and implementation of 

certain policies and measures. Policy formulation can work especially well in aspects such 

as escorting, patient visits, searching, as well as counting patients. The inherent tensions 

during the procedure arise due to the seeming differences that are observed between 

approaching the practice through a therapeutic point of view and a security maintenance 

way(Burrows, 1991).  

 The need for security during a forensic nursing practice can essentially contradict the 

need for vulnerability and empathy during that practice on various levels. It is this 

contradiction that can give rise to several problems during the practice as a whole. There are 

several problems that have been observed when the roles of security personnel and the 

therapeutic roles of nurses clash(Bernier, 1986). It was then formulated by Hammer (2000), 

that there needs to be a holistic approach to the whole procedure, maintaining a subtle 

balance between both the securities related aspects as well as the therapeutic perspectives 

that are required for the practice as a whole. This balance between these two seemingly 

different practices was found to be hinging on the essential relationship between a patient 

and a nurse, which is the base for the exploration of the trauma experienced by the patient. 

Once the relationship between the nurse and the patient has been established on empathetic 

grounds, the base of the therapy is set and the practice can be systematically executed from a 

therapeutic point of view. 
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Management of Violence 

Owing to the type of offenders that these nurses come in contact with, including 

sexual offenders and murderers, the scope for violent outbursts and emotional trauma for 

both parties is very high, with the danger almost always looming over the practice as a 

whole(Coram, 1993). As with roles and responsibilities related to security, the management 

of violence is also an added responsibility for nurses in countries like the UK, an aspect 

which has resulted in several problems and issues arising from an inadequacy of maintaining 

balance between the two seemingly contrasting fields of violence management and therapy. 

There have been several instances noted by authors through their personal and observational 

experiences where the inherent therapeutic roles of forensic nurses have been obscured and 

heavily affected by their inability to cope up with the procedures involved in the 

management of violence in these practices(Mason & Mercer, 1999).  

According to authors like (Whittington & Wykes, 1992), due to the increased time 

periods where nurses have to interact with violent offenders , the degree of stress and fear is 

very high among these practitioners. The origin of stress can be attributed to the inherent 

fear that accumulates in forensic nursing staff over the anticipation of violence when in the 

vicinity of the offender during the practice. This is the reason why the aspect of nurse-

patient relationship in the practice is heralded as one of the most essential frameworks for 

building up a successful and systematic forensic nursing practice. The inherent way that this 

anticipation of violence affects nurses is that there is a complex mixture of fear and 

adrenaline, which essentially gives rise to stress. Once stress comes into the picture, it acts 

as one of the most concrete obstacles in the satisfactory fulfillment of the therapeutic 

practice as a whole. 
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There is one aspect which has been essentially ignored in the practice of forensic 

nursing as a whole. This aspect is associated with the origin and sustenance of fear during 

the practice as a whole, which is generally the major reason for the development of stress 

and other disorders which can hamper the overall therapeutic practice to quite an extent. If 

the origin of fear in the practice of forensic nursing can be deciphered, there can be effective 

clarity as to which aspects have to be strengthened or concentrated on in order to ensure a 

wholesome and holistic approach to the procedure as a whole. On the other hand, according 

to Morisson (1990), the practice of forensic nursing is considered to develop a “macho” 

culture during practices and procedures in order to ensure that nurses and the practitioners in 

general are not prone to external observation as being fearful and hence, less competent.   

 In numerous cases, it has been noted that the inherent fear and stress associated with 

the practice as a whole originates not only from the patients, but may also originate from 

other sources. In most cases, the stress and fear arises from judgment and supervision by 

managers and heads of departments, who are wrought with the inherent aspect of ensuring 

efficiency in the practice. The patients may also be affected by the fear and stress generated 

through supervision from third parties, owing to the fact that most patients would not be too 

willing to reveal their personal feelings and would not be comfortable in confronting their 

inner demons in a supervised setting(Storey & Minto, 2000). Due to the incidence of high 

stress as well as the precedence of fear and anxiety in the practice as a whole, the forensic 

nursing staff need to have constant support and confidence, both from self-motivation as 

well as from external sources, including peers and therapeutic efficacy . 

The importance as well as the differences between both security and therapy aspects 

of the practice of forensic nursing, another factor which essentially defines the success of a 

forensic nursing practice is the inherent degree to which the nurse feels satisfactory with the 
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therapeutic direction and techniques which have been undertaken for the practice as a whole. 

There could be several issues related to the aspect of maintenance of therapeutic efficacy in 

the practice of forensic nursing. According to Peternelj-Taylor & Johnson (1995), the 

essential issues related to the efficacy of the practice arise during the orientation between the 

patients and the nurse during the start of the treatment. In many cases, it has been noted that 

the patients perceive the inherent sincerity and genuineness of the nurse to be qualities that 

can be exploited for their own pleasure. This can be the cause of several degrees of pain, 

fallacy and failure in the practice as a whole. Owing to reasons such as these, the formation 

of a strong empathetic bond between a nurse and patient, even though it is one of the most 

important aspects related to the success of the therapeutic practice as a whole, is an aspect 

which is wrought with several difficulties and vulnerabilities.  

 More than often, patients view the nurses as a part of a system that they have come 

to hate and usually look to scourge the empathetic and vulnerable situation that the nurse 

places herself in during the therapy for any and all aspects that can be taken advantage of. In 

several cases, authors like Peternelj-Taylor & Johnson (1995), have suggested that the 

nature of the relationship which is established between a nurse and a patient to be dubious, 

rather than an empathetic relationship. The authors point to the seemingly shallow and 

superficial relationship which patients maintain with their nurses during times of therapy. 

The patients usually view their nurses as confidants or friends as long as they are able to 

provide them with emotional relief from their trauma. On the other hand, when the nurse 

looks to explore the inner recesses of the offender‟s psyche and help them with confronting 

their demons, the patients may find it extremely uncomfortable and may associate the nurse 

to be an instrument of the system that they have come to reject and abuse. This is also one of 
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the aspects that contribute heavily towards the inherently large incidence of violence in the 

field of forensic nursing. 

 Owing to the above mentioned facts, aspects such as detention have to be considered 

in order to maintain a healthy and violence-free therapeutic practice. These practices are 

essentially aimed at ensuring that the patients do not use their nurses as mere playthings or 

“dumping grounds” for their own repressed feelings and emotions which they are inherently 

afraid to encounter and understand. In such cases, there are several aspects which can be 

considered for the fulfillment of the therapeutic practice in a wholesome and holistic 

fashion. Some of these include the use of practices and principles of effective 

communication, teamwork, as well as the use of multi-disciplinary approaches in order to 

ensure an effective increase in the efficacy of the therapeutic practice as a whole. There are 

several ways in which the patients may seek to advance in the eyes of their peers by toppling 

the system that they are completely hate-filled against. For example, as pointed out by Allen 

& Bosta (1993), the patients may actually target the nurses as potential victims of their 

devious deeds, the prize of which is essentially seen as a higher degree of recognition and 

advancement among the group of patients which delve into these kinds of practices.  

 These kinds of activities practiced by the patients in a controlled therapeutic 

environment may have quite a profound effect on the nurses themselves, causing them to 

either withdraw from the therapy itself or seek releases from the build-up of stress within 

them through external sources. An inherent increase in the levels of stress and fear is noticed 

when the nurses try to bring control over the situation by following security protocols and 

operations aimed at bringing stability to the situation as a whole. According to authors like 

Alexander-Rodriguez (1983), the fear and stress amongst most forensic nurses arise from 

their inability to control the feelings of being used, manipulated and maneuvered by the 
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intentions of their patients. This is especially scary and upsetting due to the fact that the 

nurses have to place themselves in a very vulnerable position in order to ensure a 

wholesome holistic and empathetic relationship with the patient. Moreover, the inherent 

needs and devious intentions of patients can prove to be a heavily influential as well as a 

traumatizing experience for the nurses themselves, owing to the inherent vulnerability 

associated with the position that she places herself in during the practice. 

Training 

Another important aspect which has to be considered in the case of the essential 

constituents of the practice of forensic nursing as a whole is the aspect of training, which in 

turn is also riddled with difficulties and issues that nurses face on a daily basis in their 

professional lives. The aspect of training which can be concentrated on from a purely radical 

perspective, include the various issues that undergraduate students face during the practice 

of placements and securing of services in hospitals and universities. The inherent aspect 

which can be pointed out to be an issue is the struggle between “custody” and “care” that is 

exhibited during the practice of forensic nursing as a whole. On one hand, the philosophy 

that is predominantly preached in a particular institution is the one that becomes ingrained 

into the mental framework of potential forensic nurses. This philosophy may either consider 

custody to be the important aspect to consider during the practice of forensic nursing, or 

may either herald caring and empathy as the crux of the practice. Either ways, the 

philosophy that the students learn from their respective institutions is the one which 

ultimately helps them in securing a placement or become an intern. Moreover, the 

philosophy which is preached by an institution also determines the inherent way in which a 

student looks at the overall practice of forensic nursing, including the aspect of whether to 

approach from a controlled and systematic point of view, or to give oneself into empathy in 
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order to ensure that the basic framework of the therapy is set in stone. However, according 

to Woodson (1996), even though the philosophy that is followed in an institution may 

inherently shape the way a student approaches the practice of forensic nursing, it is not 

nearly enough to equip the student to make essential decisions in a high-pressure situation 

which will be the essential gist of the practice of forensic nursing. Authors like Peternelj-

Taylor & Johnson (1995), are of the opinion that there can be a sutle balance between 

custody and care, a balance which could very well be the most important aspect in ensuring 

that a therapeutic practice goes on in a systematic, professional as well as an empathetic 

fashion.  

 Some of the other aspects which have been explored by authors like Peternelj-Taylor 

& Johnson (1995), with relation to the inherent importance of these aspects in training and 

the preparation of nurses in the field of forensic nursing, include a deep understanding of the 

professional relationship between the nurse and a patient in a clinical setting, the various 

operations and activites involved in conducting the therapeutic session in a controlled and 

systematic manner, as well as an in-depth understanding of emotional trauma and its 

inherent effects and influences on the practice of forensic nursing. Another major part of the 

practice of forensic nursing is the fact that nurses have to be efficient in the practice of self 

reflection and introspection into their own psyche. This is essential due to the fact that the 

practice has a large potential for emotional blockage as well as build-up of intense emotions 

and feelings, all of which the nurse would be prone to while developing an empathetic 

relationship with the patient.  

 There have been several surveys which have been conducted for understanding the 

inherent aspects which form the crux of training for the practice of forensic nursing. In a 

survey conducted in UK by the author Byrt (1990), some of the most imporatnt aspects 
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which were considered crucial for the training of nurses in the practice of forensic nursing 

included aspects such as the development of essential communication skills, an in-depth 

knowledge of the principles of psychiatry, an inherent adeptness towards the aspect of 

counseling and its various principles, as well as an expertise in the myriad nursing skills 

associated with psychiatric and forensic nursing.  

 The inherent ways in which training can effectively influence the overall perspective 

of nurses towards the practice of forensic nursing is essentially dependent on factors such as 

the overall quality of training and the coursework which they followed, the relationship 

which they had with the members of the faculty, as well as the inherent methods as well as 

areas of concentration and focus which were discussed in their training procedures. If a more 

closer look is attributed to the above mentioned factors, it is seen that the inherent principles 

of training go beyond the specifications of forensic nursing as a practice, but follow a more 

general approach which can be ordained as being specific requirements for any individual 

willing to put themselves in a vulnerable position for the benefit of another individual, who 

is usually associated with quite a large history of violence. 

Culture 

The impact of work culture as well as the inherent professional cultural implications 

and principles that are followed in a forensic nursing practice have a huge impact on the 

overall direction of a therapeutic practice. In the case of culture, the inherent divide and 

tension between security and therapy plays a huge role, influencing the very clinical and 

philosophical foundations of the practice itself. For example, the Blom-Cooper report by 

HMSO (1992) looked into the professional work culture which was prevalant in Ashworth 

hospital at that particualr time period. According to the report, it was clearly stated that the 

culture that was followed was one which exalted the aspects of professional bullying and 
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increased prejudices among the staff. On the other hand, the same report also cited the 

cultural environment in the same hospital to be too liberal in its practices and principles. 

From this example, we can see that the inherent culture behind a practice is constantly 

striving to find a balance between security and custody-related practices on one hand, and a 

constructive empathetic and therapeutic overview on the other hand. 

 The culture at a professional setting can be understood by breaking it down to its 

essential building blocks, which make up the inherent aspects and the repertoire of 

principles, philosophies and regulations that are in place in a particular setting. For example, 

the inherent aspect of professional culture in a clinical setting was studied by Mason (1993), 

where he successful deciphered the aspects which governed the inherent culture into three 

basic groups or faculties. The three main groups that were observed in the clinical setting 

were as follows; there was a small group of nursing and managerial staff with positive 

outlooks and perspectives towards the inherent work as a whole; there was another group of 

nursing and managerial staff who had a predominantly negative outlook towards the aspect 

of work and therapy in general; there was a third group of staff members who acted as a 

toggle between the negative and positive groups above them in the hierarchy. The toggle 

staff was the most largest group in the clinical setting as a whole, as they followed and 

changed allegiances to whichever group was in control and “power” at a particular time. The 

toggle staff would mold their perspectives and outlooks on the basis of the person who was 

in charge of them at a particular time. For instance, if an individual with a predominantly 

negative perspective took the reins of a particular department or ward, the members of the 

toggle staff in that particular ward or department would also assume a negative outlook 

towards the practice as a whole. At the same time, if an individual with a largely positive 

disposition took control over a particular ward or department, the toggle staff of that 
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department or ward would readily change their previously negative outlooks to more 

positive perspectives. 

 Other than the three-group model of culture in a clinical setting, as described by 

Mason (1993), there are several other authors who have tried to dissect the culture in a 

clinical setting into more finer and specific aspects so as to understand the inherent 

importance that culture could play in the practice of forensic nursing as a whole. For 

instance, Morisson (1990) described various inherent groups which formed a part of the 

culture in clinical settings through observation and surveys of numerous hospitals and 

clinics. His area of differentiation is much more diverse and intricately dissected than the 

one presented by Mason (1993), in which Morrison (1990) explains groups of nursing staff 

who would appear positive in their external repertoire and would put on a mask of 

consideration and therapeutic concern when needed, while they exhibited rough and 

domineering personalities behind the scenes. There were other differentiations made by 

Morisson (1990), including the aspect of “superman” among the nursing faculties and staff 

members in various hospitals and clinical settings. The “superman” is usually the name 

given to the nurse who has the toughest outlook towards patients and has the ability to 

ensure that any kind of patient, even the ones with the most devious and violent past, are  

kept within accepted limits of behavior and understanding. These kinds of cultural outlooks 

and perspectives have a huge impact on the way in which staff members and nurses 

appraoch the inherent aspect of therapy as a whole. This is the reason behind the fact that 

culture is one of the most studies and inherently important aspects for defining the way in 

which patients and the approaches towards their healing are considered in a clinical setting.  

 The basic constituents of the practice of forensic nursing as well as the esential 

issues that plague them have been described in the above part of the literature review. These 
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constituents are also essential in providing parameters and standards according to which the 

inherent knowledge of students can be measured and assessed. The next part of the literature 

review will look into the various ways in which the assessment of students can be done in a 

systematic and well-defined way. 

Assessment: Goals and Techniques 

In order to delve into the various methods and means of assessment of knowledge of 

forensic nursing among fourth year nursing students, we first need to understand the 

inherent goals that these methods of assessment seek to establish or achieve. According to 

Ronald & Epstein (2007), there are three basic objectives behind the reason why most 

medical institutions, postgraduate programmes as well as other bodies and organizations 

associate with medical research and nursing conduct such assessments to measure the 

knowledge of their staff or/and students in the subject. The objectives behind the assessment 

are as follows: 

 To ensure that the capabilities of nurses in general are optimal . 

 To ensure that the common good is served by identifying incompetent nurses  before 

they actually practice . 

 To ensure that there is a set standard on the basis of which nurses can be picked in 

the future 

The types and implications of assessment can also differ on the basis of what purpose a 

method of assessment actually seeks to serve. On the basis of the purpose behind each 

method of assessment, they can serve various functions and can be essential for various 

aspects, both corrective as well as constructive. These are the two different types of 

assessment as described by Ronald & Epstein (2007): 
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 Summative: these kinds of assessment techniques are basically aimed at 

understanding and acknowledging a particular set standard or bar, on the basis of 

which a judgment is passed. These kinds of assessment are generally used for 

obtaining a certain judgment about the individual or entity being judged, on the basis 

of which that particular individual or entity is deemed “fit” or “qualified” for a 

particular task. These kinds of assessment is also used for understanding and 

assessing the inherent ability of an individual to advance up the ladder of hierarchy 

or to take up larger responsibilities in a particular domain or arear of 

expertise/profession. 

 Formative: these kinds of assessment techniques differ from the above mentioned 

summative assessment techniques in the fact that these are used for more than just 

passing a judgment about an individual or entity and deeming them fit or qualified 

for a particular task. These assessment techniques are, in a sense much more 

constructive and critical in terms of providing feedback to the individual or corporate 

entity being assessed. This is because formative assessment techniques provide a 

particular judgment after the assessment has been completed, not unlike summative 

assessment techniques. But, it does not stop here. These techniques further provide 

constructive feedback on the basis of the assessment, in order to ensure that the 

underlying problem to the shortcoming can be uncovered and resolved. Hence, it can 

be said that the formative techniques of assessment can invariably provide 

reassurance as well as instill a sense of reflection in the individual being assessed. 

Formative as well as summative assessment techniques differ from each other in terms 

of the inherent ways in which they influence overall development of the individuals being 

assessed. In the case of formative assessments, these techniques help in the provision of 
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benchmark for those individuals who are new to a particular field and are looking to excel in 

it. These techniques can help in identifying a mass a unrelated pieces of knowledge and help 

in simplifying it so that the novice can derive essential meaning out of it. These techniques 

can also be heavily used to increase the motivation of students and provide them a set 

direction and path on which they have to travel in order to keep setting higher standards for 

themselves and keep pushing their boundaries(Friedman Ben-David, 2000).  

On the other hand, even though summative assessments are essential in ensuring that 

only top-quality professionals with expertise in their field are chosen to progress up the 

ladder of success, they can act as an essential barrier for individuals to discover themselves 

and step up to try their hand at new and unique responsibilities to which they have never 

been exposed to before. In short, while the summative assessment techniques merely work 

to weed away all the novices from amidst the elite groups of professionals, formative 

techniques seek to select this group of novices and help them set new standards for 

themselves so that they can explore their hidden potential.  

 According to the above mentioned techniques of assessment, we have to choose a 

method of assessment that will work to weed out potential incompetence in the students 

while also serving to give them enough space to ensure adequate learning takes place. 

Although formative techniques of assessment, when viewed from the learning point of view, 

do seem to be the more effective form of assessment in this case, summative techniques can 

be equally beneficial to students. This is because, from a theoretical point of view, students 

will automatically drawn towards the learning of aspects on which they will be tested 

including the aspects which they are especially weak in. On the other hand, due to the 

inherent amount of scope for learning that is provided through feedbacks by way of 

formative assessment techniques, these types of assessment techniques would be most 
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suitable for our particular research. Through the use of these assessment techniques, we can 

assess the vary areas and reasons why students exhibit incompetency in the practice of 

forensic nursing, further exploring the inherent issues that may have caused these forms of 

incompetence. Once these issues have been uncovered the inherent solutions to these issues 

can also be found out through secondary research and assessment. These solutions will act 

as the feedback for the students, which can help them overcome their issues with relation to 

incompetency. 

 There are several methods which can be considered to be perfect for the assessment 

of the level of knowledge that students demonstrate towards the subject as a whole. It has 

been suggested that the use of more than one method for the assessment of students is highly 

preferable as it can help in dealing with any shortcomings or inaccuracies which may have 

stemmed from the use of any one particular method of assessment. Furthermore, there a few 

aspects which can be considered in order to select a particular method of assessment; one 

that satisfies the inherent aspect of measuring the knowledge of students in a wholesome and 

holistic way. The five criteria, as described by Van Der Vleuten (1996) for the same are 

mentioned below: 

 The degree of usefulness of the particular method of assessment . 

 The degree of reliability of the technique in question, including the inherent accuracy 

of results it provides . 

 The overall sense of validity that the technique strives to provide, which essentially 

includes the aspect of whether the technique inherently measures the aspect which it 

is supposed to . 

 The overall impact that the technique has in terms of scope for further learning and 

growth through constructive feedback . 
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 The degree of acceptability of the method of assessment, which can be measured in 

the form of costs incurred by the institution, students and faculty for conducting the 

procedure as a whole 

There are several assessment techniques that can be used to measure the knowledge level 

exhibited by a student towards his/her practice. Out of the myriad and diverse techniques, 

here are some of them which can be explored for the purpose of our research:Multiple 

choice questions provide the opportunity for students to explore a wide range of clinical 

contexts. This implies that the extent of exploration possible through multiple choice 

questions is much more than that offered by open ended and direct questions. Moreover, 

multiple choice questions can be addressed to a large number of students in a very short time 

frame, owing to the fact that the results of these questions can be easily evaluated using 

computers. This also helps in the administration of a standardized format of questions and 

their theoretical layout, which can then be used to assess the competency of students either 

in the format of some particular clinical or practical context, or along a variety of contexts in 

the field of forensic nursing.  

The formats of the multiple choice questions may include either a choice from a 

multiple number of answers (usually four to five in number) or, as is the case in some the 

newer formats, the questions may also be related to the assessment of diagnostic reasoning 

in students. This aspect of diagnostic reasoning helps students understand the importance of 

critical thinking during the therapeutic procedures involved in the practice of forensic 

nursing. In other words, the aspect of diagnostic reasoning can inherently help equip 

students to think on their toes and be decisive in their actions. The aspect of critical thinking 

can heavily influence the ability of students to equip themselves for oral examinations which 

would include the aspects of clinical reasoning and decision making during real-life clinical 
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cases. A good example of a multiple choice question which addresses the aspect of 

diagnostic reasoning would typically include ambiguous situations which may be presented 

in real-life cases where the inherent evidence and proof behind the situation is too meager to 

facilitate the use of theoretical or factual knowledge. For instance, the question may present 

a real-life clinical situation to the student, such as the evidence of vaginal discharge in a 

patient. The question may then take into consideration another piece of seemingly separate 

and unrelated evidence, such as the presence of dysuria in the patient. The gist of the 

question would basically ask the student to answer in terms of the probability that the 

introduction of the seemingly new and unrelated pieces of evidence has towards affecting 

the overall outcome of the case as a whole.   

Definition of Terms 

         For the purpose of the study, the term “forensic” or “medico-legal” was defined as 

health care situations or conditions that may have legal implications (Virginia A. Lynch, 

2011). Depending on the nature of the medical situation, healthcare providers may intersect 

with the law (Freedberg, 2008) .The forensic aspects of care include the assessment, 

recognition, intervention, and evaluation of patients, families, or communities in regards to 

abuse, neglect, or other forms of violence (Freedberg, 2008). 

Conceptual and operational definitions for the study‟s dependent and independent variables 

were as follows: 

1. Forensic. (adjective) Forensic as a term has been defined as “pertaining to the law”. 

The term forensic originates from the Latin word forensismeaning public forum or 

“of the forum” where the law courts of ancient Rome were held. The function of the 

term is as an adjective (Merriam-Webster‟s Online Dictionary,2004). Today, 

forensic refers to the application of scientific principles and practices to the 
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adversary process where specialty knowledgeable scientists play a role. (American 

Board of Forensic Psychology, 2007) 

2. Forensics. Forensic science (often shortened to forensics) is the application of a 

broad spectrum of sciences to answer questions of interest to the legal system. This 

may be in relation to a crime or to a civil action. The use of the term "forensics" in 

place of "forensic science" could be considered incorrect; the term "forensic" is 

effectively a synonym for "legal" or "related to courts" (from Latin, it means "before 

the forum"). However, it is now so closely associated with the scientific field that 

many dictionaries include the meaning that equates the word"forensics" with 

"forensic science". (Wikipedia, 2007c; 2007d) 

3. Forensic nursing. Forensic nursing is an umbrella term that encompasses 

diversesubspecialties of forensic nursing who practice nursing, by providing care 

tovictims of violent crime, perpetrators of criminal acts, or care of the deceased, 

andtheir families. A definition by Lynch in 1991, adopted by the 

InternationalAssociation of Forensic Nurses (IAFN) stated forensic nursing was the 

applicationof the forensic aspects of health care combined with the biopsychosocial 

educationof the registered nurse in the scientific investigation and treatment of 

trauma, andor death of victims and perpetrators of violence, criminal activity, and 

traumaticaccidents within the clinical or community institution. (IAFN, 1993a) . 

4. Forensic nursing subspecialties. Nurses who are death investigators, sexual 

assaultnurse examiners (SANEs), interpersonal violence nurse clinicians, 

forensicemergency nurse specialists, correctional or prison nurses, forensic 

psychiatricnurses, forensic community mental health nurses, forensic pediatric or 

geriatricnurses, or legal nurse consultants all fall within this field of practice. 

(IAFN,1993b) 
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5. Forensic science. Forensic science (often shortened to forensics) is theapplication of 

a broad spectrum of sciences to answer questions of interest to thelegal system. This 

may be in relation to a crime or to a civil action. (Wikipedia,2007c) . 

6. Forensic medicine. Legal medicine or forensic medicine is the science 

concernedwith the application of medical knowledge to certain branches of the law, 

bothcivic and criminal; the branch of medicine that has a specifically legal 

purpose,for example, establishing the cause of a death. (Encarta dictionary, 2007) . 

7. Injury. “The term „injuries‟ has, by and large, replaced „accidents‟ in the prevention 

literature to highlight the health impact on the person and the existenceof preventable 

factors in their causation (Waldram, Herring, & Young, 2006, p.85). 

8. Forensic nursing science knowledge. Conceptually defined as “the application of the 

forensic aspects of healthcare combined with the bio/psycho/social/spiritual 

education of the registered nurse in the scientific investigation and treatment of the 

trauma or death of victims and perpetrators of violence, criminal activity, and 

traumatic accidents” (Lynch & Duval, 2011, p. 5). Knowledge was operationally 

defined as a student‟s score on a 50-item faculty developed test covering the 

knowledge aspect of the forensic nursing science education course content. 

9. Nursing students. Participating nursing students included BSN senior level Students 

currently practicing registered nurses enrolled for academic or continuing education 

credit . 

10. Forensic patients: are either victims or perpetrators of non-natural occurring 

situations (e.g. injury, poisoning, violence, or neglect). 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Methodology 

 

Introduction 

 
This chapter describes the methodology used in this study; it also includes the 

studydesign, study population, accessibility and ethical considerations, study period, 

eligibilitycriteria, data collection and data analysis procedures. In addition, it illustrates the 

validity and reliability of the instrument constructed and utilized for the purpose of data 

collection in this study. Few instruments have been designed to measure knowledge in 

forensic nursing science, and even fewer research articles provide documentation of the 

reliability and validity of such instruments. One article was discovered in which Fitzpatrick 

and colleagues (2012) developed a 20-item multiple choice instrument and a skills checklist 

to evaluate knowledge and competencies specific for forensic aspects of sexual assault. 

Although the authors examined content validity for the knowledge-based test, they did not 

report on the internal consistency of the test nor did they address any inter-rater reliability 

for the skills checklist.The essential methodology which was used for this research was 

primary research method for the collection of data were the use of questionnaires to do so.  

Study Design 
This study was quantitative in nature. That is, it utilized the descriptivecross 

sectional study design when attempting to obtain information at one point time from a large 

number of subjects, use of survey methodology is considered appropriate (M. D. Gall, 

2003).  According to Polit and Beck (2004), the quantitative research is a collection and 

analysis of numeric information that is typically conducted within the traditional scientific 

method which is systematic and controlled. Burns & Grove (1997) described the descriptive 
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design as "a design that provides information about the phenomenon through observation, 

and a picture of situations as they naturally happen, and they are used to identify problems 

with current practice" (p. 250). Polit and Beck (2004) and Heath et. al. (1995) also pointed 

out that the main objective of descriptive research is the accurate description of persons, 

situations, or group, and the frequency with which certain phenomena or characteristics 

occur. 

Study Population 

The study population were consisted of all male and female fourth year nursing 

college students who wereregistered in the records of Al Quds University, Bethlehem 

University, and Hebron University, in the current year (2015/2016). The three University's 

records (Al Quds University, Bethlehem University, and Hebron University, 2016) showed 

that the total number of all fourth year nursing students who were enrolled at the three 

universities in 2015/2016 were 183 students. Of the 183  students, 25% were males and 75% 

were females. 

Sampling method 

A stratified sampling method (proportional allocation) : a list of the number of 

classes in each education major, the number of students in each class, and names of students 

in each class were obtained from registration offices in the mentioned universities. 

Stratification process of groups were created depending on gender & education major. 

Independent and Dependent Variables 
The independent variables include age, gender (male, female), place of residence 

(city, village, and camp), and education major. The dependent variables include forensic 

nursing knowledge among fourth year nursing students. 
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Instrument Development 

A 50-item knowledge-based test was developed from the instructional blueprint 

developed by forensic experts panel .The test items included typical response item formats 

(multiple choice questions). Faculty members with test construction and forensic expertise 

reviewed the items for content validation, appropriate level of complexity, and correctness 

of answers and distracters; the test was alpha tested with volunteer students, and the test 

items were revised according to feedback. The data collection instrument in this case would 

be through the use of questionnaires having an array of multiple choice questions. The 

questionnaire was designed and developed in such a way so as to encompass all the essential 

areas that need to be nurtured and developed in students.The questionnaire was developed 

into quantitative covering the following parts:Part one: This part  dwelt on personal and 

demographical data, including age,gender, place of residence ,education major and 

university  .Part two: this part consists of 50 multiple choice questions focused on the 

respondent's knowledge towards forensic nursing . 

Reliability of the Study Instrument 
Current practices for test development recommend using various sources ofevidence 

to examine validity and reliability (McDonald, 2007; Oermann& Gaberson,2009). Three 

such practices for assessing validity include: 1) content validity (degree towhich items 

reflect relevancy), 2) criterion related validity (extent to which items arerelated to external 

set of criteria) and, 3) construct validity (extent to which items reflectthe concepts being 

measured). An initial step in examining instrument validity is to havea panel of experts 

assess the content of the blueprint and the relevant instruments.Reliability refers to an 

instruments ability to accurately and consistently measuretargeted concepts and their 

stability, internal consistency, and equivalence. Threecommon approaches to testing for 
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reliability include test-retest measures for stability,Cronbach alpha for internal consistency, 

and inter-rater reliability for equivalence.Knowledge examinations are typically assessed for 

internal consistency using theCronbach alpha or Kuder Richardson. 

 The researcher computed the reliability for questionnaire in the pilot study before 

collecting the original data. A Pilot Study conducted on fourth year college students, which 

randomly chosen from the available sections of all general classes. Fourth year college 

students who were enrolled in the selected section excluded from the total sample (n = 183). 

There are three goals of the pilot study: 

(a) Ascertaining the amount of time (30 minutes) necessary to fill out the cover page and 

complete the test, (b) identifying any confusion about the process to administer or complete 

the test that may affect future data collection, and (c) obtaining the internal consistency 

reliability estimates of the test. The reliability for the questionnaire was checked for the 

entire sample, and Cronbach Alpha was 0.85. 

Data Collection 

 The written approval from theHigher Committee for Nursing of Al Quds University, 

the president of the Bethlehem University, and the president of the Hebron University was 

obtained. The data collected from fourth year nursing and midwifery student. The 

questionnaires were administered during the regular class time . The researcher contacted 

each lecturer in advance asking for permission to administer the test in his/her class. The 

date and time to administer the test determined by the researcher and the lecturer of the 

class. The researcher attended on time for each appointment and terminated the data 

collection process at the agreed-upon time. The procedure to administer the test was the 

same for the three universities . 
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Inclusion criteria 

 All males and females students attended the fourth year nursing and midwifery 

classes on the time of conducting this study and registered in the records of Al Quds 

University, Bethlehem University, and Hebron University for the academic year 2015/2016.  

Study Setting 

 The study basically was conducted among nursing students in the three universities 

itself, with the faculties acting as supervisors for the examination. As the assessment is 

essentially aimed at exploring the various areas where students are facing difficulties and 

have issues understanding, the examination include certain strict rules such as avoidance of 

plagiarism and cheating.  

Study Period 

 The examination was conducted in a time frame of a day itself in the beginning of 

the second semester 2015/2016 . 

Ethical Considerations 

 Confidentiality was maintained through the following steps:  

 The written approval by research & ethical committee was obtained from the 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Al Quds University. 

 A permission to conduct this study in Bethlehem & Hebron universities was obtained 

from University Presidents.  

 Students privacy were protected by allowing for anonymous and voluntary 

participation. 

 An informed consent was obtained from each participant. 
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Data Analysis 

Data analyses was performed by using version 23 of the Statistical Package for 

Social Sciences (SPSS). The purpose of these analyses are to answer the research questions . 

The level of significance for all statistical tests was set at p <0.05. There is only one correct 

answer for each item in the test; therefore the researcher recoded the items as correct and 

wrong answers before performing the analyses. The final data set was screened before the 

actual statistical analyses to discover any possible data entry errors. The knowledge was 

computed. Descriptive and inferential statistics were used to summarize data. Descriptive 

statistics included frequency distribution, percentages, means and standard deviations. 

Mean and standard deviation (SD) scores of nursing students in forensic nursing areas as 

related to their gender, place of residence (city, village, camp), and education major were 

included. 

Independent Samples t- test was used to compute the mean and standard deviation (SD) 

scores of students in forensic nursing areas as related to their gender, place of residence 

(city, village, camp), and education major. 

A three-way ANOVA was utilized to compute mean and standard deviation (SD) scores to 

answer the second question, "Are there a significant interaction in mean knowledge scores 

of forensic nursing among fourth year nursing students at Al Quds University, Bethlehem 

University and Hebron University during the academic year 2015/2016 based on gender, 

university, and place of residence?" In addition, independent sample t-tests was used as a 

follow up technique to examine where the significant differences occurred in the interaction 

between gender and education major. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Results 

Introduction 

 
This chapter presents the main results of the study using a descriptive and inferential 

analysis. The descriptive statistics are in terms of utilizing frequencies, means, standard 

deviations and percentage of the socio-demographic data analysis. Characteristics and 

variations among participants are presented in the form of tables, graphs and figures. For the 

inferential statistics the researcher used one sample t-test, independent t- test to analyze the 

parts of the questionnaire which was developed to measure the participantsknowledge of 

forensic nursing. One- Way ANOVA test also was used to compare knowledge mean among 

4
th

 year nursing students to for differences. Tukey Multiple Comparison test-Post Hoc test 

was used tofind out in favor of whom the differences were related. According to Polit and 

Beck(2004), the t- test and analysis of variance (ANOVA) are both parametric tests that can 

beused to test a significant difference between group means, whereas ANOVA is used when 

there are more than two groups. Three way ANOVA test applied for the second question to 

determine the interaction between the independent variable , 

The purpose of this study was to assess the knowledge of forensic nursing among 

registered nursing college students who study nursing and midwifery in Palestinian 

universities in the southern area in Palestine. A comparison was done between correctly 

answered questionnaire items related to age , gender, study major, universities and place of 

residence of the participants.The study started with 125 students, including 40 males and 85 

females. The final analysis was conducted with 108 participants comprising 34 (31.5%) 
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males and 74 (68.5%) females.  Seventeen participants were excluded from the final 

analyses, 6 males and 11 females, because of withdrawal. 

Sample Characteristics 

Table (1-4-a)  Socio-demographic characteristics of the participants (n = 108) 

Characteristics No. of respondents (n) (%) 

Age (years) 

20-22 83 76.8 

23-25 19 17.6 

26-28 6 5.6 

Gender 

Male 34 31.5 

Female 74 68.5 

Place of residence 

Village 52 48.1 

City 48 44.4 

Camp 8 7.5 

 

Table (1-4-a) presents the demographic characteristics of the students.Students who 

participated in the study ranged in age from 20 years to 28 years of age respectively .Of the 

108 participants , 83 (76.8%) were age  20-22 , 19 ( 17.6%) were age 23-25 , and 6 (5.6%) 

were age 26-28. From the total respondents there were 34 (31.5%)  males and 74 (68.5%) 

females in addition to 52 (48.1%) were village residences, 48 (44.4%) were city residences, 

and finally 8 (7.5%) were residence of camp. 

Table (1-4-b)  Socio-demographic characteristics of the participants (n = 108) 

Characteristics No. of respondents (n) (%) 

Study major 

Nursing  86 79.6 

Midwifery 22 20.4 

Universities 

Al-Quds university 50 46.3 

Bethlehem university 30 27.8 

Hebron university 28 25.9 
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The majority of the participant‟s current area of study was nursing 86  (79.6%), and 

midwifery 22 (20.4%) .Table (1-4-b) pointed that around 50 (46.3%) students were from 

Alquds University followed by 30 (27.8%) from Bethlehem University and 28 (25.9%)from 

Hebron University who are only normal nursing students. From Alquds University there 

were 38 normal nursing and 12 midwives student. From Bethlehem, the ratio was 2:1 for 

nursing students to mid-wife‟s students.  

Major Findings 

The intent of this study was to determine level of knowledge regarding forensic 

nursing among registered nursing college students. The questionnaires used in this study 

consisted of 50 multiple choice questions regarding nursing students‟ knowledge regarding 

forensic nursing. 

Table (2-4a) Level of knowledge scores by socio-demographic data (n=108)  

Characteristics Number of 

respondents 

Correct answers (%) 

by demographic 

variables 

Knowledge level 

(excellent, very 

good, 

good, weak) 

Age (years) 

20-22  83 41.3% weak 

23-25  19 37.7% weak 

26-28 6 42.7% weak 

Gender 

Male  34 34.7% weak 

Female 74 43.5% weak 

Place of residence 

City  48 41.5% weak 

Village 52 39.3% weak 

Camp 8 44.8% weak 

 

Age : age was categorized into ranges as shown in the table (2-4a).  Correct and incorrect 

answers for the 50 items of forensic nursing were computed to determine level of students‟ 
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knowledge. The researcher consulted the panel of experts to determine the categories of 

health knowledge levels (i.e., excellent, very good, good, weak). The results indicated that 

the percentages of correct answers in forensic nursing for all students were less than 50% 

and almost the same for all students despite their demographic data (age-group, study major, 

place of residence and gender). The highest percentage of correct answers  were 42.7% for 

students in the (26-28) age- group interval, whereas the lowest percentage of correct answers 

were 37.7% for students in the (23-25) age-group interval. 

Gender: Female had a high percentage of correct answers was 43.5%  thanmale 34.7% 

Place of residence: It reveals that students who live in camps are more knowledgeable 

because they got the highest percentage which is 44.8% , then the students who live in cities 

got 41.5% .The lowest percentage  were the students who live in  villages 39.3%  

Table (2-4b) Level of knowledge scores by socio-demographic data (n=108)  

Characteristics Number of 

respondents 

Correct answers (%) 

by demographic 

variables 

Knowledge level 

(excellent, very 

good, 

good, weak) 

Study major 

Nursing   86 39.7% weak 

Midwifery 22 44.5% weak 

Universities 

Al-Quds university  50 36.7% weak 

Bethlehem university 30 46.2% weak 

Hebron university 28 42.1% weak 

General forensic knowledge 108 40.7% weak 

 

Study major :Nursing students got 39.7% in the test of their knowledge correct scores while 

mid-wives students got 44.5% correct scores as displayed in table (2-4b) . 
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University : The level of forensic knowledge among all nursing students in the three 

universities as displayed in the table (2-4b)  were 40.7 % . For Alquds university the level of 

knowledge in forensic nursing was 36.72%. For Bethlehem university the level of 

knowledge in forensic nursing was 46.2% . For Hebron university the level of knowledge in 

forensic nursing was 42.1% .The total percentage of the level of knowledge is analyzed and 

display that just 40.7% was the level of knowledge of 4
th

 year nursing students in forensic 

nursing . 

An independent Samples t- test and analysis of variance (ANOVA) are both parametric tests 

was usedto test a significant difference between group means, whereas ANOVA is used 

whenthere are more than two groups , t-test compute the mean and standard deviation (SD) 

scores of students in forensic nursing areas as related to their gender, place of residence 

(city, village, camp), and education major also compares the means between two unrelated 

groups on the same continuous, dependent variable. 

Table(3-4) : Mean knowledge scores of the nursing and midwifery students according to 

gender (n = 108) 

 

Health area Gender Mean knowledge 

(SD) 

t statistics 

(df) 

Mean 

difference 

P 

value 

Forensic 

Nursing 

Male (34) 17.35 (7.87) -2.955 

(46.991) 

-4.38 0.005 

Female (74) 21.73 (5.25) 

Independent t test 

SD = standard deviation 

df = degree of freedom 

 

In table (3-4) the first t-test was done to compute the mean and Standard deviation of 

nursing students as per gender. The t-test tests the null hypothesis that the mean of the scores 

for male equals the mean of females scores versus the alternative hypothesis that the mean 
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of males scores is not equal to the mean of females scores .The mean average scores of 

males nursing students is 17.35 (M) and S.D is 7.86. Compared to this, the mean scores of 

female nursing students was 21.72 and the standard deviation is 5.25.  The significance level 

is 0.005 which was below than 0.05 , so we reject the null hypothesis and this concludes that 

there is statistical significance difference between the mean scores of males and females. 

The difference is not merely due to chance. Thus is seems that statistically, the mean 

average of knowledge scoresforfemales is more than males that means female are more 

knowledgeable than males  . 

T-test for type of Study major : 

Table (4-4) Mean knowledge scores of the nursing and midwifery students according to study 

major (n = 108) 

Health area Study major 

Mean knowledge 

(SD) 

t statistics 

(df) 

Mean 

difference 

P 

value 

Forensic 

nursing 

nursing (86) 19.87 (6.83) -1.93 

(47.91) 

-2.36 0.060 

midwives (22) 22.23 (4.58) 

Independent t test 

SD = standard deviation 

df = degree of freedom 

 

The second t-test was done to compute the mean and Standard deviation of students as per 

the education major. The t-test teststhe null hypothesis that the mean of the scores for 

nursing equals the mean of midwives scores versus the alternative hypothesis that the mean 

of nursing scores is not equal to the mean of midwives scores The mean average scores of 

general nursing students was 19.8 and S.D is 6.8. Compared to this, the mean scores of mid-

wife nursing students was 22.23 and the standard deviation is 4.58 as shown in table (4-4).  
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The significance level is 0.06 which was above the alpha value of 0.05 so we accept the null 

hypothesis and this concludes that there is no statistical significance difference from zero 

between the mean scores of normal nursing and midwives so the meanscores of the 

knowledge level of the fourth year nursing students  did not affected by the education major 

ANOVAs tests: 

ANOVA for Place of Residence and University : 

Table (5-4) : One way ANOVA f-statistics  analysis for the scores according to place of 

residence 

Standard Source of 

variation 

Sum of 

squares 

D.f Mean 

squares 

F 

statistics 

P value 

Place of 

residence 

Between 

groups 
66.506 2 33.253 

0.787 0.458 Within 

groups 
4436.123 105 42.249 

Total 4502.630 107  

One-way ANOVA 

 

ANOVA test for the place of residence : 

This table (5-4) shows the output of the ANOVA analysis and whether there is a statistically 

significant difference between group means. We can see that the significance value is 0.458, 

which is above 0.05. and, therefore, there is a statistically  no significant difference in the 

mean between the different place of residence. This is great to know, but we do not know 

which of the specific groups differed. Luckily, we can find this out in 

the MultipleComparisons table which contains the results of the Tukey multiple comparison 

post hoc testto see which of all place of residence scores are different. 
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Table (6-4) : Tukey Multiple Comparisons Tests 

Multiple Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Total _ Sum 

Tukey HSD 

(I)  place of 

residence 

(J)  place of 

residence 

Mean 

Difference 

(I-J) 

Std. 

Error 
P value 

City 
village 1.11699 1.30102 .668 

camp -1.60417 2.48219 .795 

Village 
City -1.11699 1.30102 .668 

camp -2.72115 2.46852 .515 

Camp 
City 1.60417 2.48219 .795 

village 2.72115 2.46852 .515 

 

The Tukey post hoc test is generally the preferred test for conducting post hoc tests on a 

one-way ANOVA, but there are many others. We can see from the table above that there is 

no statistically significant difference mean knowledge between the group of city and village 

residence that (p = 0.668), as well as between the camp and city residence  (p = 0.795). 

However, there were no differences between the groups of village and camp  residence(p = 

0.515).Thus the mean score of any two places are equal  sothe place of residence  of the 

students  did not affect the level of their knowledge in forensic nursing . 

Table (7-4) : One way ANOVA f-statistics  analysis for the scores according to university 

One-way ANOVA 

 

Standard Source of 

variation 

Sum of 

squares 

D.f Mean 

squares 

F statistics P value 

University Between 

groups 
458.529 2 229.264 

5.953 0.004 Within 

groups 
4044.101 105 38.515 

Total 4502.630 107  
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ANOVA test for University:As per the ANOVA test, the significance score is 0.004 as in 

table (7-4). This score is below the alpha value of 0.05. Therefore there is statistically 

significant difference between mean score of students from each University. This can be 

further verified by the Tukey multiple comparison test below to see that all universities 

scores are different.  

Table (8-4) : Tukey multiple comparison test for the three university  

Multiple Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Total _ Sum 

Tukey HSD 

(I) Three universities (J) Three universities 

Mean 

Differenc

e (I-J) 

Std. 

Error 
Sig. 

Alquds university 
Bethlehem university -4.90667

*
 1.43323 .003 

Hebron university -2.42571 1.46487 .227 

Bethlehem university 
Alquds university 4.90667

*
 1.43323 .003 

.285 Hebron university 2.48095 1.63076 

Hebron university 
Alquds university 2.42571 1.46487 .227 

Bethlehem university -2.48095 1.63076 .285 

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 

For Alquds University and Bethlehem University, the significance level is 0.003. Thus the 

mean difference is significant at 0.05 ,so these two scores are significantly different , the 

students who study in Alqudsand Bethlehem university have interaction of their mean 

knowledge level . 

Three-way ANOVA: 

The primary goal of running a three-way ANOVA is to determine whether there is a three-

way interaction between your three independent variables .A three-way ANOVA utilized to 

compute mean and standard deviation (SD) scores to answer the second question, "Are there 

a significant interaction in mean knowledge scores of forensic nursing among fourth year 
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nursing students at Al Quds University, Bethlehem University and Hebron University during 

the academic year 2015/2016 based on university , gender, and place of residence? 

 

Table ( 9-4): Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Total _ Sum 

Source 
Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df 

Mean 

Square 
F Sig. 

Gender 68.610 1 68.610 1.834 0.179 

Place_of_Residence 37.890 2 18.945 .507 0.604 

University 345.859 2 172.929 4.624 0.012 

Gender * 

Place_of_Residence 
.667 1 .667 .018 0.894 

Gender * University 66.860 2 33.430 .894 0.413 

Place_of_Residence * 

University 
169.629 3 56.543 1.512 0.217 

Gender * 

Place_of_Residence * 

University 

93.678 2 46.839 1.252 0.291 

Total 49236.000 108    

a. R Squared = .219 (Adjusted R Squared = .111) 

 

The significance level was 0.291 for University, gender and place of residence as mentioned 

in table (9-4). Thus there is no significant interaction in mean knowledge scores of forensic 

nursing among fourth year nursing students at Al Quds University, Bethlehem University 

and Hebron University during the academic year 2015/2016 based on university , gender, 

and place of residence . 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Discussion 

Introduction 

 
This chapter discussed the study results in the light of forensic nursing , participants‟ 

knowledge of forensic nursing  correlated with socio demographic data. This is an attempt to 

utilize these findings, by implication, in thecurrent nursing curricula to increase the quality 

of nursing education and reform others.The finding begin with socio-demographic data first. 

In the secondpart of discussion, the researcher focuses on correlation between the 

independent variablesand the participants‟ knowledge as dependent variables. 

The study investigated the forensic nursing knowledge of the fourth year nursing 

students in the three Southern universities in west bank. The respondents were asked 

torespond to questions that were challenging to them to reveal if they were aware 

thatnursing science, forensic science and criminal justice are interrelated disciplines. 

Forensic nursing is a complicated profession thus it is necessary for the nurses not only to be 

competent in his or her job literally but alsothey should have these extra human sentiments 

with them. A negative or positive perspective can be seen as one of the key way a nurse is 

motivated to perform. Now, with such perspective the issues widens if the knowelge of 

nurse is not poor.  

In this study, the researcher targeted the whole population; the total number of respondents 

was 108 distributed among three universities: Al-Quds University 50 respondents (46.3%) 

Bethlehem University 30 respondents (27.8%), Hebron University 28 respondents (25.9%). 

The study findings revealed a variation among the study in the three universities in relation 

to number of the participants and comparison with the differences among the nursing 
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students knowledge in forensic nursing concerning changing in the standards for nursing 

education program. 

The research has fairly succeeded in answering both of research questions. The study 

results revealed that, the percentages of correct answers of mean knowledge in forensic 

nursing for students from all universities were less than 50%, quite homogeneous, and 

almost the same for all universities. The Highest percent of correct answer came from 

Bethlehem University. But merely (46.2 %) of the students could give correct answers. 

Hebron University scored ( 42.1 %) correct answer and  Al-Quds University only scored ( 

36.7%) correct answers. From ANOVA it is clear that Al-Quds is not equal to other 

universities and from the percent of correct answers , it is clear that  Al-Quds university is 

the lowest level of forensic nursing knowledge . The other two universities have difference 

in the correct answers merely due to chance as the ANOVA scores suggest that their 

knowledge is similar. However the overall score suggest that forensic nursing knowledge of 

students in all of the three universities is quite low due to this result the departments of each 

university should take forensic nursing programs as a challenge throughdeveloping stronger 

programs to ensure much knowledgeable  nurses in forensic discipline .  

The research results as studied in the previous section have been able to shed light on 

the problems which  concluded that there is difference in the mean knowledge of forensic 

nursing among fourth year students at Al-Quds University, Bethlehem University, and 

Hebron University, during the academic year 2015/2016, in Palestine. The results as shown 

in table (7-4) points that the significant value (0.004 <0.05) and thus there is a clear 

difference of mean knowledge between the universities. This means that the people in at 

least one of the universities have mean knowledge different than the other universities‟ 

students.  
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The second question of the research was also studied in the quantitative findings. The main 

finding was that with a score of 0.291 (0.291>0.05) there is no significant interaction mean 

knowledge scores of forensic nursing among fourth year nursing students at Al Quds 

University, Bethlehem University and Hebron University during the academic year 

2015/2016 based on university, gender, and place of residence.  

This means that the place of residence, gender and university together did not affect the 

knowledge of the students. The effect of these variable in knowledge level did not hold 

when these students are further associated with gender and place of residence. This is due to 

the reason that all the three places of residences have the equal score and thus the place of 

residence did not play any role in the knowledge of the students.  

Thus the researcher concluded that the forensic knowledge of students were very poor in all 

the three universities and needs to improve their education system to improve the overall 

knowledge which is further diminishing in Al-Quds university. The knowledge was not 

dependent on the residence of students as village; city and camps or as related to gender . 

The results of this study show that nursing students were not carrying out the tasks related to 

the collection and preservation of forensic evidence. Most of the respondents had indicated 

that they hadn‟t any information regarding these tasks e.g. to collect, package and preserve 

physical trace evidence from a trauma victim/suspect. Most respondents also indicated that 

they could not identify the gunshot wounds fired from close range to those fired at a 

distance. The respondents have never been exposed to the collection of evidence from 

sexual assault victim/suspect .Knowledge was displayed regarding recovering of bullets 

from trauma victims, but there are breaks in a chain of custody if the police do not collect 

the recovered bullets. The respondents agreed that these tasks were very important to their 

practice in the ED. Most of the respondents had acknowledged that they were often capable 
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of identifying the signs of abuse, physical or emotional. The respondents remarked that they 

were weak in differentiating between animal and human bite wounds.  

McCracken (2002), Wick (2000), and Lynch (1995) clarify that human bite wounds are used 

to recover DNA samples and also indicated that gunpowder residue on victims' clothing or 

by the wounds or by fingernails would confirm the distance at which the shot was fired. It 

also assists to exclude self inflicted trauma. 

Most of the respondents responded negatively towards accurate documentation of events. 

They even indicated that the medical doctors in their institution did document wounds. But 

there is a concern with these results. The respondents might be referring to ordinary 

documentation not specifically related to the documentation of events involving the forensic 

patients due to a lack of education and expertise. For example, the forensic nurse's roles 

include the following: accurate documentation of the circumstances surrounding the victim; 

the trauma and the interaction between the patient and family members; accurate 

documentation for investigative purposes and legal protection and to act as a liaison in 

forensic matters. (Duma, 2004), described the importance of forensic documentation.  

Regarding the poor knowledge of forensic nursing , nurses will encounter patients whose 

needs intersect with the legal system, e.g. forensic patient population. Ignoring this patient 

population is no longer an option and may lead to legal repercussions and sanctions . In 

order to provide competent care to this patient population, nurses can benefit from receiving 

forensic science education, regardless of teaching modality chosen. 

Nursing faculty can respond to this need by providing education specific to the proper 

recognition of this population of patients, along with teaching the basic concepts of 

evidence recognition, collection, preservation and documentation .  
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Conclusions 

From the results of this study, the researcher was able to conclude that the 

respondents‟ fourth year nursing students had not identified the importance of forensic role 

behaviors towards their role in the hospitals, because they are lack of knowledge, 

information and training of how to deal with forensic cases. 

Regardless of the setting, nurses will encounter patients whose needs intersect with the legal 

system, e.g. forensic patient population. Ignoring this patient population is no longer an 

option – violence and trauma are of increasing concern of healthcare systems. In order to 

provide competent care to this patient population, nurses can benefit from receiving forensic 

science education, regardless of teaching modality chosen. 

Nursing faculty can respond to this need by providing education specific to the proper 

recognition of this population of patients, along with teaching the basic concepts of evidence 

recognition, collection, preservation and documentation. Ensuring education specific to the 

forensic population as foundational to nursing practice ensures forensic patients are afforded 

an adequate long-term outcome. Failure to do so can potentially impact outcomes beyond 

that of the physical needs of the forensic patient . 

With the increasing rate of violence, motor vehicle collisions, trauma and sexual assault 

trauma, the nursing students are facing the new challenges of acquiring the new skills to 

effectively care for forensic patients and to avoid legal repercussion and sanctions . The 

nursing students' role is increasing with the new responsibilities and duties to include in 

her/his daily activities.  forensic nursing should be recognized as essential to improve the 

conviction of criminals and to protect the victims of trauma and the innocence. 

The students became awareness that forensic specialty became known, students began to ask 

for courses in the area and wanted to know how they could become a forensic nurse? As 
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forensic nursing rapidly appeared in curriculums of many leading colleges anduniversities 

around the turn of the 21st century . 

Findings of this study may assist students, practitioners, administrators, and educators to 

further understand this emerging specialty. Nurse educators have contributed to the 

construction of the forensic nursing specialty that is emerging worldwide. The finding from  

the analysis of the  descriptive statistics was the significance of the educators who were 

driven and felt a mission to either pioneer a forensic nursing role, and/or develop some of 

the first forensic nursing educational courses. 

Recommendations 

1. Revise knowledge exam items that proved to be problematic on item analysis and retest 

for reliability. 

2. Use instructors with experience in forensic nursing to evaluate student performance and 

provide detailed training in rating student proficiency in concept application. 

3. The researcher would recommend further research to be conducted, which would have 

a larger sample size to further explore whether or not the nursing students were aware of 

their duties and responsibilities with regard to preservation of forensic evidence, and 

to support findings of this study. 

4.  It would be interesting to conduct a study that includes the qualitative aspect . 

5. Identification of changes needed in nursing education. 
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Consent form 

 

Assessment of the knowledge of fourth year nursing students toward forensic nursing 

Dear Student, 

The attached survey will be distributed to 4
th

 year nursing students who care or 

treat various  patients in hospitals. 

The aim of the study is to assess forensic nursing knowledge among fourth 

year nursing students at  AlQuds University, Bethlehem University and Hebron 

University which may affect their competency level when dealing with forensic 

cases. All information will be presented in summary form and no individual 

will be identified. 

Completion of this survey is voluntary and will take about fifteen minutes. 

Thank you for your cooperation. . 

Yes, I agree to complete this survey 

 

No, I do not agree to complete this survey 

 

By filling in this questionnaire I consent voluntarily to complete this survey and 

understand that the survey is intended for research purposes. 
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Questionnaires 

Part  [1] General Information about You : 

Age : 

 

Gender : 

 Male 

 Female 

 

Place of Residence : 

 City 

 Village 

 Camp 

 

Education Major 

 Nursing 

 Midwife 

University  

 Alquds University 

 Bethlehem University 

 Hebron University 

 

 

Part [2] Nursing Forensic Science Knowledge Exam 

Directions: Questions 1 - 50 are multiple choice. Only one answer is correct. 

 
1. Which of the following statements give an indication of the inherent knowledge that 

a nurse possesses with relation to interpersonal violence? 

a. “Do not go back to the situation, you could be killed!” 

b. “Separate yourself from the situation before it gets worse” 

c. “You have the power to take a decision and change the situation” 

d. “You can ensure safety by following this particular guideline” 

 

2. Which definition comes closest to explaining the practice of forensic nursing? 

a. A practice which connects both the science of nursing as well as criminal 

justice into one discipline 

b. A combination between the judicial system and medical system 

c. The culmination of the practices of forensic investigation and justice systems 

into the avenue of nursing 

d. The art of criminal justice which is embodied through forensic science 

 
3. Which types of cases actually qualify to be looked into by a forensic nurse? 

a. Prisoners 

b. Victims of interpersonal violence 

c. Families that are upset about the quality of care given 

d. Geriatric care 

 

4. If in a real-life clinical situation, a patient with severely bruised limbs as well as 

lacerations is brought into the clinic, with swollen face and arms and severe 
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contusions on her neck and fingers. It is also revealed that she was attacked by a 

heavily built oppressor. What areas of her anatomy would you check first to garner 

evidence about the case? 

a. Neck 

b. Hands 

c. Face 

d. Genitals 

 

5. What is the diagnostic characteristic of a laceration, as may be sustained in a motor 

vehicle crash? 

a. Bridging tissue 

b. Depth greater than width 

c. Soot deposits 

d. Denaturation of skin proteins around the wound 

 

6. Which patient finding requires the nurse to report suspicion of abuse or neglect? 

a. Bilateral contusions of the patella 

b. Unexplained injuries 

c. Anterior rib fractures status post CPR 

d. Hip fracture from a reported trip and fall 

 

7. What should a nurse do with the bloody clothing of a trauma patient? 

a. Place clothing in a bag and save it for the family 

b. Secure clothing in a plastic evidence bag 

c. Dispose of clothing in a biohazard bag 

d. Secure clothing in a paper evidence bag 

 

8. For what patient is collection of touch DNA likely to be important? 

a. Motor vehicle crash 

b. Gunshot wound 

c. Drowning 

d. Manual asphyxiation 

 

9. When caring for a patient who is dying from a prescription drug overdose what 

nursing action is most important to take to preserve toxicology evidence? 

a. Collect additional blood and urine specimens 

b. Collect hair samples with roots intact 

c. Notify law enforcement of overdose and request assistance 

d. Ensure first obtained biological specimens are maintained in the lab 

 

10. _____________is recognized as the global practice of nursing where healthcare and 

the legal system intersect. 

a. Forensic science 

b. Forensic pathology 

c. Forensic death investigation 

d. Forensic nursing 

 

11. Patients who have suffered a violent trauma are at risk for: 

a. Vicarious trauma 
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b. Post-traumatic stress disorder 

c. Continuous victimization 

d. Schizophrenia 

 

12. When assessing the gunshot wound of an apparent suicide, which finding should 

raise suspicions about the circumstances of the death? 

a. Abraded circular wound with soot deposits of the occipital scalp 

b. Soot on palmar aspects of dominant hand 

c. Hand gun found 8 feet away from body 

d. No suicide note on the scene 

 

13. With which statement should the nurse start when informing the next-of-kin of a 

family members‟ death? 

a. “Your daughter was killed today.” 

b. “I have some difficult news to bring you.” 

c. “Is there anyone else in the house to be with you?” 

d. “I am sorry to tell you that…..” 

 

14. Which statement indicates that the nurse understands the social complexity and 

dangers associated with interpersonal violence? 

a. “Why did you go back? Next time you could be dead.” 

b. “Leave the situation or it will happen again and only get worse.” 

c. “Only you can make the decision whether and when to leave.” 

d. “Here is a guideline for a safety plan, when you are ready to leave.” 

 

15. A wound on the lower left quadrant of the abdomen is circular with abraded edges 

surrounded by black substance. As the consulting forensic nurse what action should you 

do first? 

a. Obtain vital signs 

b. Take photograph of wound 

c. Collect clothing for evidence 

d. Obtain swabs of black substance 

 

16. A forensic nurse is a member of the interprofessional mortality committee for 

violence. Which data is the most beneficial for the forensic nurse to prevent 

violence? 

a. Victim demographics 

b. Types of injuries victims received 

c. Perpetrators characteristics 

d. Services sought prior to death 

 

17. What information is the forensic nurse permitted to state as an expert witness in 

court? 

a. Condition of patient, evidence collected, and opinion of what findings reveal 

b. Condition of patient, rationale for medical procedures, theory of perpetrator 

actions 

c. Assessment findings, condition of patient, procedures taken to test evidence 

d. Opinion of findings, interpretation of evidence analysis, assessment findings 
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18. Which statement indicates that a nurse understands the various components of 

forensic nursing theory as it relates to practice? Forensic nursing___________ 

a. “practice inter-relates nursing science with forensic science, and criminal 

justice.” 

b. “combines the art and science of forensic science to court proceedings.” 

c. “takes the best practices of forensic science and criminal justice system and 

incorporates these roles into nursing.” 

d. “is the art of the criminal justice system which includes forensic science 

practices.” 

 

19. A patient with metastatic melanoma presents via EMS unresponsive to the 

emergency department. A CT scan of the head demonstrates an acute subdural 

hematoma. The patient dies within 36 hours of admission to the hospital. Family 

reports no history of acute or chronic trauma. No abuse or neglect are reported. What 

key data requires the nurse to report this death to the medical examiner‟s office? 

a. Unexplained etiology of metastatic melanoma 

b. Unexplained subdural hematoma 

c. Death occurred within 36 hours after admission 

d. Patient unable to provide details about medical history 

 

20. Two 20 – 30 year old females die on the scene of a motor vehicle crash and one is 

taken to the hospital. As the forensic nurse which form of identification will you 

utilize? 

a. Photo identification comparison 

b. Fingerprint comparison 

c. DNA comparison 

d. Visual identification with close family or friend 

 

21. Which statement indicates the forensic nurse understands correct procedures for 

collecting and preserving evidence. 

a. Use rubber tipped forceps to collect a projectile and place the projectile into an 

envelope 

b. Cut blood soaked clothing to preserve tire impressions and place into a plastic 

bag for transportation 

c. Collect saliva swabs and place into plastic bag for transportation 

d. Place several non-labeled blood filled vials into one labeled bag for transport 

 

22. At what angle does the forensic nurse take overall photographs of the body? 

a. 90 degrees 

b. 60 degrees 

c. 45 degrees 

d. 110 degrees 

 

23. The family requests an autopsy to determine cause of death but the patient‟s death is 

not reportable to the medico-legal death investigation agency. What statement 

implies the nurse understands what options are available to the family: 

a. “We can call the medical examiner and let them know you are requesting an 

autopsy.” 
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b. “A clinical autopsy can be arranged through the hospital; however, we will 

need to have your consent to proceed.” 

c. “We do not have autopsy services available but you can arrange to pay for a 

private autopsy.” 

d. “I understand your wishes; however, there really is no reason for an autopsy. 

The medical diagnosis will serve as the cause of death.” 

 

24. A forensic nurse is aware that without obtaining patient consent for forensic 

evidence collection or photo documentation, the type of lawsuit would be: 

a. Criminal action 

b. Civil – negligence or non-intentional tort action 

c. Civil – liability action 

d. Civil – intentional tort action 

 

25. Which information is most important for the nurse to provide to a patient involved in 

intimate partner violence? 

a. Resources of how to develop a safety plan 

b. Contact information for shelters 

c. Police incident number after reporting the crime 

d. Discharge instructions about when to return to hospital 

 

26. A patient admitted with a traumatic hip fracture develops pneumonia and acute renal 

failure and dies 45 days later. Should this death be reported to the medico-legal death 

investigation agency? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

 

27. While establishing an airway of an unresponsive patient, a large bolus of food is  

removed from the trachea. One week later the patient dies from anoxic 

encephalopathy. Medical history includes CHF, HTN, and diabetes. Is the patient‟s 

death reportable to the medico-legal death investigation agency? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

 

28. A 56-year old patient with history of HTN is admitted to the ICU with diagnosis of 

myocardial infarction. Urinary drug screen tested positive for cocaine. The patient 

dies 5 days later after three cardiac codes. Is this death reportable to the medico-legal 

death investigation agency? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

 

29. The forensic nurse knows that the following instruments can create sharp force 

injuries: 

a.  Baseball bat 

b. Edge of paper 

c. Electrical cord 

d. None of the above  

 

30. Which instruments can create blunt force injuries? 
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a. Electrical cord 

b. Broken glass 

d. Paper 

e. Sledge hammer 

 
31. A pedestrian was hit by a car that fled the scene. The nurse collects the patient‟s 

clothing to preserve which possible evidence? 

a. Pattern impressions 

b. Stomach contents  

d. DNA 

e. Soot deposits 

 

32. Why is the chain of custody form important? 

a. Provide trace evidence 

b. Provides information about who had contact with the evidence 

d. Serves as significant documentation to use if evidence is left unsecured 

e. Serves as a process for managing law enforcement workloads 

 

33. When conducting a forensic examination, which component(s) is /are performed 

in addition to the nursing assessment? 

a. Focused assessment 

b. Focused review of systems interview 

c. Photography and body diagrams 

d. Performing minor autopsy 

 

34. A patient is admitted to the emergency department with lacerations, bruising and 

swelling of her face, arms and thighs, and contusions consistent with finger marks 

of the neck. The patient recounts that she attempted to fight back but the attacker 

was too big. It is a priority to collect forensic evidence from which anatomical 

area? 

a. Head 

b. Face 

c. Lower limb 

d. Neck 

 

35. The forensic nurse consults which members of the forensic team for scientific 

identification of remains? 

a. Forensic epidemiologist 

b. Forensic entomology 

c. Forensic photography  

d. Forensic anthropology 

 

36. When caring for a patient who has suffered from a violent attack, which 

information must the nurse document in the chart? 

a. Specific location and name of services offered 

b. Legal authorities notified 

c. Family members contacted 

d. Vital signs  
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37. An obese 45-year-old male is found dead at home with an ambient temperature of 

76 degrees F. He was last seen alive one week prior to discovery. When 

assessing the body, what findings should the nurse would expect? 

a. Fly activity with maggots 

b. Fixed lividity 

c. Skin discoloration of abdomen 

d. No insect activity 

 

38. The forensic nurse obtains consent for clinical forensic photography. Which 

procedures are important to follow? 

a. Provide a copy of photos for medical records and family 

b. Provide a copy of photos for law enforcement 

c. Take close up photos of wounds without a ruler 

d. Include photo of case number identification number and date 

 

39. An elderly patient with history of non-treated heart failure was admitted for 

pneumonia. The patient has multiple contusions in various stages of healing 

across the abdomen and back, rib fractures, and several linear scars on bilateral 

lower extremities. Which findings indicate that the nurse should consider further 

investigation of physical abuse? 

a. Abdominal bloating 

b. Pneumonia 

c. Multiple contusions in areas difficult to explain 

d. Lack of medical attention 

 

40. Which statement indicates that the nurse understands application of the forensic 

nursing process when caring for a trauma patient? “My plan is to…. 

a. “obtain patient consent for detailed injury assessment and make sure 

tangible evidence is collected.” 

b. “develop a plan of care with the patient and contact the police for 

further direction.” 

c. “assess the patient and provide a list of referrals for follow-up care and 

community outreach programs.” 

d. “contact the police and contact the physician for treatment orders.” 

 

41. A student nurse provides community education on the topic of interpersonal 

violence (IPV). The understanding of risk factors for IPV is mastered when 

which of the following are included in the presentation?  

a. Assertive communication 

b. Poly-substance abuse 

c. Sharing of household chores 

d. Interpersonal relationship 

 

42. The nurse assesses a 37-year-old disabled client brought to the emergency 

department with a rash. Which of the following findings indicate that adult 

protective services (APS) should be contacted? 

a. Forehead abraded contusion, and long nails 

b. Dirty, foul smelling, and flea bites 

c. Loose fitting clothes, and forehead contusion 
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d. Forehead contusion, and long nails 

 

43. When asked to collect forensic evidence of an unconscious patient, what is most 

important for the forensic nurse to ensure regarding the process 

a. Availability of a clean room with adequate supplies 

b. An organizational policy detailing forensic evidence collection of the 

unconscious is available 

c. Chain of custody is maintained during the collection of evidence 

d. The nurse collecting the evidence has appropriate education in the 

collection of forensic evidence 

 

44. When preparing for an injury assessment and evidence collection, the nurse 

should inform the patient that: 

a. The victim should place all clothing in a bag 

b. Documentation of findings will be given to law enforcement 

c. Patient may refuse any part of the forensic examination 

d. Testimony expectations for victims of violence 

45. For several years , a nurse has been working in the subspecialty field  of forensic 

nursing . In this field , the nurse should recognize which current trend ? 

a.  A decrease in violent crime has resulted in a decreased need for forensic 

nurses 

b. Medical examiners prefer to employ forensic nurses because of their 

medical back-ground. 

c. With increasing numbers of violent crimes, forensic nurses are in greater 

demand than ever. 

d. Forensic nurses make up a dwindling subspecialty. 

 

46. An 18-year-old client is admitted to an emergency department reporting that she has 

just been raped. On physical assessment, a nurse notices no trauma to the genital region. 

What information would influence the forensic nurse‟s evaluation of this assessment 

data? 

a. Between 60% and 80% of confirmed rapes show genital trauma. 

b. Inconsistency of verbalized reports and collected evidence suggests 

deception. 

c. Lack of genital trauma indicates consensual sex. 

d. Between 40% and 60% of sexual assaults leave no visible injuries 

 

47. A forensic nurse collects a semen sample from a rape victim. Which nursing action 

would maintain the proper chain of evidence? 

a. A collected sample is labeled, sealed, and kept in a locked refrigerator until 

given to police. 

b. The sample is locked in a special container and given to the pathologist. 

c. The sample is placed in the medication room refrigerator prior to police 

collection. 

d. The sample is sealed and immediately given to police to avoid 

contamination. 

 

48.  Rape victim is concerned about becoming pregnant. Which is the most appropriate 

intervention by the nurse practitioner? 
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a. Refer the client to an abortion clinic. 

b. Refer the client to a spiritual counselor. 

c. Offer ethinyl estradiol/norgestrel (Ovral). 

D. Instruct the client to douche daily for 1 week. 

 

49. Why is it important for the forensic nurse to maintain a proper chain of evidence? 

a. Maintaining a proper chain of evidence will exonerate the perpetrator. 

b. Maintaining a proper chain of evidence will assist in gathering enough data 

for conviction. 

c. All evidence, if properly maintained, will convict the assailant. 

d. Crime data maintained with a proper chain of evidence can be used in a 

court of law. 

 

50. Circular defect with a concentric circumferential marginal abrasion with searing of the 

edges, and a 0.3 cm rim of soot deposition of the right temporal area, 1cm above and 1 cm 

posterior to the helix. Soot is present in the wound path. 

a. Blunt force trauma 

b. Sharp force trauma 

c. Thermal trauma 

d. Gunshot wound 

 

THE END 
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Questionnaires in Arabic 

 

 ٰٜٗح اٛذساعاخ اٛوٰٜا

اداسج اٛر٠شٯغ : رخظضاٛ  

"اعرثا٦٣"  

 عضَضٌ اٌطاٌة،

اٌّشفك عًٍ طالب اٌحّشَط سٕة ساتعة فٍ جاِعة اٌمذط وجاِعة تُث ٌحُ وجاِعة اٌخًٍُ اٌزَٓ سُحُ جىصَع اٌّسح 

 َمذِىْ اٌعٕاَة اٌصحُة ٌّخحٍف اٌّشظً فٍ ِسحشفُات فٍسطُٓ .

اٌهذف ِٓ هزٖ اٌذساسة هى جمُُُ ِعشفة هؤالء اٌطٍثة تاٌحّشَط اٌششعٍ واٌحٍ ِّىٓ اْ جؤثش عًٍ ِسحىي وفاءجهُ 

ع حاالت اٌطة اٌششعٍ.عٕذ اٌحعاًِ ِ  

االجاتة عًٍ هزا اٌّسح طىعُة دوْ روش اسُ أٌ طاٌة  ، وسىف جسحغشق حىاٌٍ ثالثىْ دلُمة. ٔشىشن عًٍ حسٓ 

 جعاؤه ِؤوذَٓ ٌه تاْ اٌّعٍىِات اٌحٍ سحمذِها ٌٕا ال جسحخذَ إال ألغشاض اٌثحث اٌعٍٍّ فمط .

 ٔعُ أٔا أوافك عًٍ إجّاَ هزا االسحطالع

أوافك عًٍ إجّاَ هزا االسحطالعال أٔا ال   

تاإلجاتة عًٍ هزا االسحثُاْ أوافك طىعا عًٍ اوّاي هزٖ اٌذساسة وأدسن أٔها ألغشاض اٌثحث اٌعٍٍّ وٌٓ َحُ جعُُّ 

 إٌحائج .

 

 اٛثاؼس : اٯاد اٛغ٪ٯـٮ   

 ا٠ٛششٍ : اٛذٗر٪س ُشٯذ ًشٯة

 ٟالؼل٦ ذر٘٪١ االعرثا٣ح ٢ٟ ٓغ٢ٰ٠:

  أٟاٝ ٟا ٯ٤اعة ؼاٛرٖ.)×( ٟوٜ٪ٟاخ شخظٰح ه٤ٖ ٯشظ٬ ٤ٟٖ ٩ػن اإلشاسج اٛٔغٞ أأل٩ٙ ٯر٘٪١ ٢ٟ 

  ظاتح االعؤاٙ ُٮ اٛر٠شٯغ اٛششهٮ ٛع٠ن ا٠ٛوٜ٪ٟاخ ؼ٪ٙ ٟ٪ػ٪م أٛذساعح ٯشظ٬ ٤ٟٖ اخرٰاس  05اٛٔغٞ أٛصا٣ٮ ٯر٘٪١ ٢ٟ

 ٛ٘ٚ عؤاٙ . اٛظؽٰؽح
٩ ش٘شا ٛؽغ٢ ذوا٣٩٘ٞ      
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 ٤ظ :          رٗش                  أ٣ص٬         اٛع 

 اٛو٠ش : 

 ٟخٰٞٓشٯح ٟ٘ا١ اٛغ٢٘ :    ٟذٯ٤ح   

  ٓثاٛح  :  ذ٠شٯغ اٛرخظض 

 اٛعاٟوح :        اٛٔذط                تٰد ٛؽٞ           اٛخٰٜٚ  

  

 

٬ٜ ٟا ٩ذشذ٘ض ٧ز٥ اٛوالٓح ه٩ اٛٔا٣٪١ ر٠شٯغاٛوٜٞ اٛز٭ ٯ٠صٚ اٛوالٓح ت٢ٰ اٛتؤ٨٣ . _____________ ٯوشٍ

  ٢ٟ اٛٔا٣٪١ ر٠شٯغ٩ ٟا ٯؽراض إ٦ٰٛ اٛ ر٠شٯغٯؽراض إ٦ٰٛ اٛٔا٣٪١ ٢ٟ اٛ

 جٽ٢خ ثٽ٩ٌٍٖ ٩پڂث. 

 ح. ٩پڀ ثالځٌثٛ ثٽ٩ٌٍٖ 

 ثٽؾچجةٍ ذقظثٽ ػ. صقٌَجس

 ه. ثٽضڂٌَٜ ثٽ٩ٌٍٖ 

 

٠ٟاسعح اٛر٠شٯغ اٛششهٮ؟ . أ٭ ذوشٯَ ٧٪ األٓشب ٛششغ  

ث. ثٽڂڂجًّز ثٽضٍ صٌد٠ ٹټ ځڄ ٩پڀ ثٽضڂٌَٜ وثٽ٪وثٽز ثٽؾچجةُز ٱٍ ځچهؼ وثفو   

ح. ځََؼ دُڄ ثٽچ٦جٿ ثٽٶٞجةٍ وثٽچ٦جٿ ثٽ٢ذٍ    

 ػ. صضىَؼ ٽڂڂجًّجس ثڅ٦ڂز ثٽضقٶُٴ وثٽ٪وثٽز ثٽؾچجةُز ٱٍ ځؾجٻ ثٽضڂٌَٜ

خ ثٽ٩ٌٍٖه. ٱڄ ثٽ٪وثٽز ثٽؾچجةُز ثٽيٌ َضؾْو ځڄ مبلٻ ٩پىٿ ثٽ٢   

 

. ٢ٟ ٨ٟاٝ ا٠٠ٛشع اٛششهٮ :  

 أ. صٶوَڀ ثٽ٩ٌجَز ثٽ٢ذُز ٽڂًٌٝ ثالَيثء ثٽؾْوٌ ثو ثٽچٲٍْ

 ح. صٶوَڀ ثٽ٩ٌجَز ثٽ٢ذُز ٽڂٌصٺذٍ ثالَيثء وثٽ٪چٰ

 اٛٔغٞ األ٩ٙ: ا٠ٛوٜ٪ٟاخ اٛشخظٰح

 

 اٛٔغٞ أٛصا٣ٮ ػن دائشج ؼ٪ٙ االظاتح اٛظؽٰؽح
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 ػ. ؽڂ٨ ثالهٽز ثٽؾچجةُز وثٽقٲج٣ ٩پً ؽىهر ٝڂجڃ ثٽ٪ُچجس

 ه. صىعُٴ ثالهٽز وثٽٖهجهر دجٽڂقٺڂز

 ڇ. ؽڂ٨ُ ځج ىٹٌ أ٩بلڇ

 

. ٟا ٧ٮ اٛوثاسج اٛرٮ ذشٰش إ٬ٛ أ١ ا٠٠ٛشع ٯ٨ِٞ ٟخرَٜ ٟ٘٪٣اخ ٣لشٯح اٛر٠شٯغ اٛششهٮ ٢ٟ ؼٰس طٜر٨ا 

------------------اٛر٠شٯغ اٛششهٮ  تا٠٠ٛاسعح  

ث. "ثٽڂڂجًّز ثٽضٍ صٌد٠ دُڄ ٩پڀ ثٽضڂٌَٜ ځ٨ ٩پىٿ ثٽ٢خ ثٽ٩ٌٍٖ، وثٽ٪وثٽز ثٽؾچجةُز".    

ح. "َؾڂ٨ دُڄ ثٽٲڄ وثٽ٪پىٿ ثٽ٩ٌُٖز إلؽٌثءثس ثٽڂقٺڂز."    

 ػ. "َؤمي أٱٞټ ځڂجًّجس ٩پىٿ ثٽ٢خ ثٽ٩ٌٍٖ وڅ٦جٿ ثٽ٪وثٽز ثٽؾچجةُز، وَوځؼ هيڇ ثألهوثً ٱٍ ثٽضڂٌَٜ". 

 ه. "هى ٱڄ څ٦جٿ ثٽ٪وثٽز ثٽؾچجةُز وثٽيٌ َضٞڂڄ ځڂجًّجس ٩پىٿ ثٽ٢خ ثٽ٩ٌٍٖ."

 

١ ٯرواٟٚ ٟو٨ا ٠ٟشع اٛـة اٛششهٮ؟. ٟا ٧ٮ أ٣٪ام اٛؽاالخ اٛرٮ ٢٘٠ٟ ا  

ث. ثٽْؾچجء   

 ح. ٝقجَج ثٽ٪چٰ دُڄ ثألٱٌثه 

 ػ. ثألٌّ ثٽڂْضجءر ځڄ  څى٩ُز ثٽ٩ٌجَز ثٽٚقُز ثٽڂٶوځز 

 ه. ثٽ٪چجَز دٺذجً ثٽْڄ 

 

٧ٮ األٗصش ُائذج ٠٠ٜٛشع  اٛراٰٛح . ا٠٠ٛشع اٛششهٮ ٧٪ هؼ٪ ٛع٤ح اٛ٪ُٰاخ ا٤ٛاذعح ه٢ اٛو٤َ.ا٭ اٛثٰا٣اخ

اٛو٤َ؟ اٛششهٮ ٤٠ٛن  

ث. ثالفٚجةُجس ثٽْٺجڅُز ٽپٞقجَج   

 ح. أڅىث٧ ثإلٙجدجس ثٽضٍ صپٶجهج ثٽٞقجَج 

 ػ. ّپىٹُجس ځٌصٺذٍ ثٽؾٌثةڀ

ثٽضٍ َڂٺڄ ٩ڂپهج ٽڂچ٨ ثٽ٪چٰ  ؽٌثءثسه. ثال  

 

ذٔن ه٬ٜ ا٠ٛشأج، ٩اٛرٮ ٓذ ٯظوة أ١ ٣ظ٨ِ٤ا ذؽد ه٤٪ا١ اٛو٤َ اٛع٤غٮ ٢٘٠ٟ ا١  اٛرٮ  اٛعشائٞ اٛع٤غٰح . 

  ذش٠ٚ ا٠ٛؼاٯٔاخ ٩اٛخذام اٛع٤غٮ ٟصٚا٠ٛثاشش، 
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  ٩ٶىدجس(، ٱٜ ثٽذٺجًر دجٽنوث٧ دى٩و ثٽَوثػ )ثٽڂجهر  ث.

٩ٶىدجس( وثٽيٌ َٶ٨ ٩پً ؽْڀ ثٽڂؾچٍ ٩پُهج هوڃ أڃ َذپ٬ ځڄ ثٽٲقٔ ثٽٶوً ثٽيٌ  ثٽٲ٪ټ ثٽڂنټ دجٽقُجء )ځجهر  ح.

  ٵىٿ ده هضٸ ثٽ٪ٌٛ،

٩ٶىدجس( وثٽضٍ صٶ٨ دڂؾٌه ٩ٌٛ ثٽٶُجٿ دجٽٲ٪ټ ثٽڂچجٱٍ ٽپقُجء  هر ؽٌَڂز ثٽض٪ٌٛ ٽآلهثح وثألمبلٳ ثٽ٪جځز )ځج ػ.

  أو ځؾٌه صىؽُه ٹبلٿ ځچجٱٍ ٽپقُجء.

ه. ؽڂ٨ُ ځج ىٹٌ ٙقُـ

 

ٯ٨ِٞ اٛرؤٰذ االظر٠اهٮ ٩ا٠ٛخاؿش ا٠ٛشذثـح تاٛو٤َ ت٢ٰ األشخاص؟ /ج. أ٭ هثاسج ذذٙ ه٬ٜ أ١ ا٠٠ٛشع  

ڂٺڄ أڃ صڂىس ".ځث. "ٽڂجىث ىهذش ځٌر أمٌي؟ ٱٍ ثٽڂٌر ثٽٶجهځز    

ح. "٭جهً ځڄ ثٽڂىٵٰ وثال ّىٯ َقوط ځٌر أمٌي وََهثه ّىءث."   

ػ. "ثڅش وفوٷ َڂٺچٸ ثصنجى ثٽٶٌثً دجٽڂٮجهًر وصىٵُضهج "   

ه. "ثٽُٸ هيڇ ثٽضىؽُهجس ٽن٢ز آځچز ، ٩چوځج صٚذـ ځْض٪وث ٽپڂٮجهًر."   

 

ؼذ أُشاد األعشج؟ت٪ُاج أ ٛ٪اٛذٯ٢ا اؼذه٤ذ إتالى  /ج. تؤ٭ هثاسج ٯعة أ١ ٯثذأ ا٠٠ٛشع  

ث. "ٵضپش ثدچضٸ ثٽُىٿ."  

 ح. "ٽوٌ د٪ٜ ثألمذجً ثٽٚ٪ذز ٽٸ".

ػ. "هټ هچجٷ أٌ ٕن٘ آمٌ ٱٍ ثٽڂچَٻ ځ٪ٸ؟"   

ه. "أڅج آّٰ ثڃ ثٵىٻ ٽٺڀ ثڃ ... .." 

 

ٛٔغٞ اٛـ٪اسا ٩توذ اِٛؽض اٛغشٯش٭ ذث٢ٰ ٩ظ٪د ٗذٟاخ ٩ظش٩غ .  ُٮ ؼاٛح عشٯشٯ٦ ٩آو٦ٰ ُأؼؼشخ ٟشٯؼح 

، ٟن ٩ظ٦ ٟر٪سٝ ٩ٗذٟاخ ؼادج ه٬ٜ سٓثر٨ا ٩األطاتن. ٩ٗشَ أٯؼا أ٨٣ا ذوشػد ٨ٜٛع٪ٝ ٢ٟ ٓثٚ  اؿشا٨ُاه٬ٜ 

 ٟورذ٭ ر٩ ت٦ٰ٤ ٗثٰشج. ٟا ٧ٮ ا٧ٞ ا٤٠ٛاؿْ اٛرٮ عرِؽظ٨ا ا٩ال ٛع٠ن األدٛح ؼ٪ٙ ٧ز٥ اٛٔؼٰح؟

ث. ثٽ٪چٴ   

ح. ثألَوٌ   

ػ. ثٽىؽه    

 ه. ثأل٩ٞجء ثٽضچجّپُز
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ٛر٠ضّ اٛرٮ ٯ٢٘٠ ا١ ذصثد ُٮ ؼادز عٰش؟. ٟا ٧ٮ اٛغ٠ح اٛرشخٰظٰح ٛعش٩غ ا  

ث. أڅْؾز ُځؾضٌْر )    )  

ح. ٩ڂٴ ثٽؾٌؿ أٹذٌ ځڄ ثٽ٪ٌٛ   

ػ. ًوثّخ ثٽٌځجه )   ) 

 ه. صٺىڃ دٌوصُچجس ثٽؾپو فىٻ ثٽؾٌؿ

 

اٛرٮ ه٬ٜ ا٠٠ٛشع أ١ ٯٔذٝ ت٨ا ذٔشٯشا ارا اشرث٦ ُٮ ذوشع ا٠ٛشٯغ ٛغ٪ء ا٠ٛواٟٜح أ٩  ٠وٜ٪ٟاخٟا ٧ٮ اٛ. 

 اإل٠٧اٙ؟

ث. ٹوځجس عچجةُز ٩پً ٙجدىڅز ثٽٌٹذز    

ح. ثإلٙجدجس ٭ٌُ ثٽڂذًٌر   

٩ڂپُز ثالڅ٪جٓ ثٽٶپذٍ ػ. ٹٌْ ٱٍ ثٽٞپ٨ ثألځجځٍ د٪و

ه. ٹٌْ ٱٍ ثٽىًٷ څضُؾز ثٽْٶىٟ ثعچجء ًفپز ٹڂج ىٹٌ    

 

ُو٦ٜ تا٠ٛالتظ ا٠ٜٛـخح تذٟاء اٛشخض ا٠ٛظاب؟  اٛششهٮ ه٬ٜ ا٠٠ٛشع . ٟارا  

٨ٝ ثٽڂبلدِ ٱٍ ٹُِ إل٢٩جةهج ألهټ ثٽڂٚجحوث.    

قٲ٤ ٩پً ثٽڂبلدِ دىٝ٪هج ٱٍ ٹُِ دبلّضُٺٍ مجٗ دجألهٽز َضح.    

نپ٘ ځڄ ثٽڂبلدِ ٱٍ ّپز ثٽڂهڂبلسَضػ.   

ضقٲ٤ ٩پً ثٽڂبلدِ ٱٍ ٹُِ وًٵٍ مجٗ دجألهٽزَه.    

 

ٟغ ا٤ٛ٪٩٭ اِٛؽض اٛؽ ٟغؽٰح ٯ٢٘٠ ا١ ٯورثش ظ٠ن ه٤ٰح ؼاالخأل٭ .   ٠٨ٟا؟

ٌفىثهط ثٽُْفجالس ث.   

ثالٙجدز د٢پٴ څجًٌفجالس  ح.   

فجالس ثال٭ضٚجحػ.   

فجالس ثٽڂىس ثٽٲؾجةٍه.   
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اٰٛٔاٝ ه٦ٰٜ اٛز٭ ٯعة  ٠٠ٜٛشع اٛششهٮه٠ٚ ٧٪ ا٧ٞ . ه٤ذ االهر٤اء ت٠شٯغ ٯؽرؼش ٢ٟ ظشهح د٩اء صائذج ، ٟا 

ٛؽِق ادٛح اٛرغ٠ٞ ؟ ت٦   

ث. ؽڂ٨ ٩ُچجس ثٝجٱُز ځڄ ثٽوٿ وثٽذىٻ    

ح. ؽڂ٨ ٩ُچجس ځڄ ثٽٖ٪ٌ ځ٨ ثٽؾيوً ّپُڂز    

 ػ. ثدبل٫ ثٽؾهجس ثٽٶجڅىڅُز ٩ڄ ؽ٩ٌز ٍثةور و١پخ ثٽڂْج٩ور 

 ه.ثٽضقٲ٤ ٩پً ثٽ٪ُچجس ثٽذُىٽىؽُز ثالوٽً ثٽضٍ صڀ ؽڂ٪هج ٱٍ عبلؽز ثٽڂنضذٌ

 

اٛو٤ِٰح ٟوشػ٪١ ٙ: . ا٠ٛشػ٬ اٛزٯ٢ ها٣٪ا ٢ٟ اٛظذٟاخ  

ث. ثٽٚوځز ثٽٮٌُ ځذجٌٕر   

ح. ث٢ٌٝثح ځج د٪و ثٽٚوځز    

 ػ. ثإلَيثء ثٽڂْضڂٌ 

ه. ثڅٲٚجٿ ٱٍ ثٽٖنُٚز   

 

. ه٤ذ ذٰٰٔٞ ظشغ تـْٜ ٣اس٭ ٢ٟ ٤ٟرؽش ه٬ٜ ٟا ٯثذ٩، ٟا ٧ٮ ٣رٰعح اٛ٘شَ اٛرٮ ٯعة ا١ ذصٰش اٛش٘٪ٕ ؼ٪ٙ  

 ٟالتغاخ اٛ٪ُاج؟

ٱٍ ٱٌور ثٽٌأُ ثٽٶيثٽُز ٽْنجٿث.  ؽٌؿ هثةٌٌ ځضآٹټ ځ٨ ًوثّخ ث 

 ح. ثٽْنجځ٪پً ثٽڂچج١ٴ ثٽڂهُڂچز ځڄ ًثفز ثٽُو  

ثٵوثٿ  ػ. ثٽ٪غىً ٩پً ځْوُ د٪ُوث ٩ڄ ثٽؾْڀ ٩پً ځْجٱز   

 ه. ال صىؽو ًّجٽز ثڅضقجً ٱٍ ّجفز ثٽؾٌَڂز

 

تظِرٖ ٠٠ٗشع . ظشغ ُٮ اٛشتن اٛغِٜٮ األٯغش ٢ٟ اٛثـ٢ ٧٩٪ دائش٭ ٟن ؼ٪اٍ ٟرآٜٗح ٟؽاؿح ت٠ادج ع٪داء. 

 اعرشاس٭ ششهٮ ٟا ٧٪ ا٩ٙ إظشاء ٯ٤ثٌٮ هٰٜٖ اٰٛٔاٝ ت٦ ؟

ث. ثٽقٚىٻ ٩پً ثٽ٪بلځجس ثٽقُىَز    

 ح. أمي ٙىًر ٽپؾٌؿ

ػ. ؽڂ٨ ثٽڂبلدِ ٽؤلهٽز    

 ه. ثٽقٚىٻ ٩پً ځْقجس ځڄ ثٽڂجهر ثٽْىهثء
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  . ٟا ٧ٮ ا٠ٛوٜ٪ٟاخ اٛرٮ ٯغ٠ػ ٠٠ٜٛشع اٛششهٮ أ١ ٯذٛٮ ت٨ا ٗشا٧ذ خثٰش ُٮ ا٠ٛؽ٠٘ح؟

 ث. فجٽز ثٽڂٌَٜ وثألهٽز ثٽضٍ صڀ ؽڂ٪هج، وثٽذُچز ثٽ٢ذُز 

 ح. فجٽز ثٽڂٌَٜ وثٽڂذًٌثس ٽئلؽٌثءثس ثٽ٢ذُز ، وڅ٦ٌَز ّپىٹُجس ثٽؾجڅٍ 

 ػ. څضجةؼ ثٽضٶُُڀ ، فجٽز ثٽڂٌَٜ، وثإلؽٌثءثس ثٽڂضنير المضذجً ثألهٽز

ه. ثٽٌأٌ ثٽ٢ذٍ دجٽچضُؾز ، وصٲٌُْ صقپُټ ثألهٽز ، وٱق٘ ثٽچضجةؼ   

 

اؼؼش ٟشٯغ تغشؿا١ اٛعٜذ ا٤٠ٛرشش ا٬ٛ ا٠ٛغرش٬ِ تؽاٛح طوثح ٩ُآذ اٛ٪هٮ ؼٰس ٛٞ ٯغرعٰة ٜٛوالض ُٮ  . 

ٓغٞ اٛـ٪اسا. ذٞ ه٠ٚ االشوح ا٠ٛٔـوٰح ٜٛشأط ٩دٛد ه٬ٜ ٩سٝ دٟ٪٭ ؼاد ذؽد اٛعاُٰح . ذ٪ُٮ ا٠ٛشٯغ ُٮ ًؼ٪١ 

ظذٟاخ اٛؽادج أ٩ ا٠ٛض٤ٟح. ٩ٛٞ ٯرٞ اإلتالى عاهح ٢ٟ اٛذخ٪ٙ إ٬ٛ ا٠ٛغرش٬ِ. األعشج ذثٜي ا٦٣ ٰٛظ ه٤ذ٧ا ذعشتح ٜٛ 

إ٬ٛ ٟ٘رة اٛـثٰة  ٪ُاجاٛ ٥ا٠٠ٛشع أ١ ٯثٜي ه٢ ٧ز ه٢ أ٭ إعاءج أ٩ ا٠٧اٙ. ٟا ٧ٮ اٛثٰا٣اخ اٛشئٰغٰح اٛرٮ ذرـٜة ٢ٟ

 اٛششهٮ ؟ 

 ث. ثٽڂْذذجس ٭ٌُ ثٽڂذًٌر ٽ١ٌْجڃ ثٽؾپو ثٽڂچضٌٖ

ح. ٩و صٲٌُْ وؽىه وًٿ هځىٌ صقش ثٽؾجٱُز    

ّج٩ز د٪و ثإلهمجٻ ٱٍ ٭ٞىڃ ػ. فوعش ثٽىٱجر   

ه. ثٽڂٌَٜ ٭ٌُ ٵجهً ٩پً صٶوَڀ صٲجُٙټ فىٻ ثٽضجًَل ثٽ٢ذٍ   

 

ُٮ ٓغٞ اٛـ٪اسا ذٞ ٨ٜٔ٣ا إ٬ٛ ا٠ٛغرش٬ِ. ٠٠ٗشع ششهٮ  ٰش ؼٰسؼادز ع هاٟاذ٪ُٰد ٣رٰعح ه٠ش٠٧ا  ج. ُرا

؟ ٠ٛوشُح ٧٪ٯح اِٛراج  اٛروشٯَ ع٪ٍ ذغرخذٝ اش٘اٙ ا٭ ش٘ٚ ٢ٟ  

 ث. ځٶجًڅز ثٽهىَز ځڄ مبلٻ ثٽٚىًر 

 ح. ځٶجًڅز دٚڂجس ثألٙجد٨ 

ثٽقڂٜ ثٽچىوٌ ػ. ځٶجًڅز  

ه. ثٽض٪ٌٯ ٩پً ثٽْڂجس ثٽىؽهُز دىث٢ّز أفو ثالٵٌدجء أو ثالٙوٵجء 

 

؟. ٟا ٧ٮ اٛوثاسج اٛرٮ ذذٙ ه٬ٜ ٨ُٞ ا٠٠ٛشع اٛششهٮ ٛإلظشاءاخ اٛظؽٰؽح ٛع٠ن األدٛح ٩ؼِل٨ا  

الٽضٶجٟ ٦ٕجَج ٵيَٲز ځج ووٝ٪هج ٱٍ ځٮپٰث. ثّضنوثٿ ځپٶ٠ ځْچڄ   
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ح. ٵ٘ ثٽڂبلدِ ثٽڂپ٢نز دجٽوځجء ٽپضقٲ٤ ٩پً آعجً ثإل١جًثس ووٝ٪هج ٱٍ ٹُِ ځڄ ثٽذبلّضُٸ ٽچٶپهج   

ػ. ؽڂ٨ ځْقجس ثٽپ٪جح ووٝ٪هج ٱٍ ٹُِ ځڄ ثٽذبلّضُٸ ٽچٶپهج    

ه. و٨ٝ ٩ور فجوَجس هٿ دووڃ ١ىثد٨ ٱٍ ٹُِ وثفو ٽه ١جد٨ وثفو ٽپچٶټ   

 

؟ غٞ. ٟا ٧ٮ صا٩ٯح اٛرٔاؽ ا٠٠ٛشع اٛششهٮ ٜٛظ٪ساٛواٟح ٜٛع  

هًؽز  ث.   

هًؽز  ح.   

هًؽز ػ.   

هًؽز ه.    

 

٢٘ٛ٩ ٩ُاج ا٠ٛشٯغ ٛٞ ٯثٜي ه٨٤ا ٤ٰٜٛاتح اٛواٟح.  ،ٛرؽذٯذ عثة اٛ٪ُاج ظصح ذو٪د ألؼذ اُشاد٧ارششٯػ ؿاٛثد اعشج ت. 

ٜخٰاساخ ا٠ٛراؼح ٛألعشج: ذوثش ه٢ ٨ُٞ ا٠٠ٛشع ٛ أ٭ ٢ٟ اٛوثاساخ اٛراٰٛح  

 ث. "َڂٺچچج ثالصٚجٻ دجٽ٢ذُخ ثٽ٩ٌٍٖ وڅنذٌهڀ دٌ٭ذضٺڀ ٱٍ ٩ڂټ ثٽضٌَٖـ ." 

 ح. "َڂٺڄ صٌصُخ ثٽضٌَٖـ ثٽٌٌٌَْ ځڄ مبلٻ ثٽڂْضٖٲً. وځ٨ ىٽٸ، ٱئڅچج ّىٯ صقضجػ إٽً ځىثٱٶضٺڀ ٩پً ثٽٶُجٿ ديٽٸ ". 

 ػ. " موځجس ثٽضٌَٖـ ٭ٌُ ځضجفز ٽوَچج وٽٺڄ َڂٺچٺڀ ثؽٌثء صٌصُذجس ٽوٱ٨ عڂڄ ثٽضٌَٖـ ثٽنجٗ". 

 ه. "أڅج أٱهڀ ً٭ذضٺڀ. وځ٨ ىٽٸ، ٽُِ هچجٷ ځج َْضو٩ٍ فٶج صٌَٖـ ثٽؾغز. ٱئڃ ثٽضٖنُ٘ ثٽ٢ذٍ َٲٌْ ّذخ ثٽىٱجر

 

٦ ، ٰاٛع٤ائٰح أ٩ اٛظ٪سج اٛر٪شٰٔ حأألدٛع اٛششهٮ ٯذسٕ أ٦٣ ٢ٟ د١٩ اٛؽظ٪ٙ ه٬ٜ ٟ٪أُح ا٠ٛشٯغ ٛع٠ن ش.ا٠٠ٛ

 ُئ١ ٣٪م اٛذه٪٫ اٛرٮ ذ٤غة ا٦ٰٛ عر٘٪١ ٠ٗا ٯٜٮ:

ث. ثٽ٪ڂټ ثإلؽٌثځٍ    

 ح. ثإلهڂجٻ ثٽڂوڅٍ أو ثٽًٌٞ ٭ٌُ ثٽڂض٪ڂو 

 ػ. ثٽڂْؤوٽُز ثٽڂوڅُز 

 ه.  ثٽًٌٞ ثٽڂوڅٍ ثٽڂض٪ڂو 
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روشع ٨ُٰا ٛو٤َ ٢ٟ ٓثٚ اٛششٯٖ ظاتذ٪ُٰش٧ا ٠ٛ اٛششهٮ ٰح اٛرٮ ه٬ٜ ا٠٠ٛشع. ٟا ٧ٮ ا٠ٛوٜ٪ٟاخ األٗصش أ٠٧

 اٛؽ٠ٰٞ؟ 

 ث. ځ٪پىځجس ٩ڄ ٹُٲُز ص٢ىٌَ م٢ز ٽپْبلځز 

 ح. ځ٪پىځجس ٽبلصٚجٻ  دجٽڂبلؽب ) ٝقجَج ثٽ٪چٰ (

 ػ. ًٵڀ ثٽ١ٌٖز ٽپقىثهط د٪و ثإلدبل٫ ٩ڄ ثٽؾٌَڂز 

 ه. ص٪پُڂجس ثٽنٌوػ ځڄ ثٽڂْضٖٲً وځضً َؾخ ثٽ٪ىهر إٽً ثٽڂْضٖٲً

 

ا٬ٛ اٛر٨اب سئ٪٭ ٩ُشٚ ٜٗ٪٭ ؼاد ٩ٯ٠٪خ  ٩ػو٦ ٯرـ٪س ،ٗغش ُٮ اٛ٪سٕ  ٰوا٣ٮ ٠ٜٛ٢ٟغرش٫ِ ٟشٯغ . ذٞ إدخاٙ

؟  اٛواٟح اٛ٪ُاج ٤ٰٜٛاتح ٥ٯ٪ٟا.٧ٚ ٯعة  اإلتالى ه٢ ٧ز ذ تو  

 ث. څ٪ڀ 

ح. ال   

 

٢ٟ اٛٔظثح ا٨ٛ٪ائٰح. توذ أعث٪م ٩اؼذ ٯ٠٪خ  ظغٞ ًشٯةإصاٛح ُٮ ًٰث٪تح٩ ٠ٛشٯغ ٛر٤ِظٟعش٫ ا ِرػذ٠. 

األٗغع٢ٰ ٣ٔضاٛذٟاى ٣رٰعح ػشست تغثة ا٠ٛشٯغ سٯخ ا٠ٛشػٮ . ٩ٯرؼ٢٠ اٛرا

٠ٜٛشٯغ ٓظ٪س ُٮ اٜٛٔة اسذِام ػٌؾ اٛذٝ،  االتالى ه٢ ٧ز٥ اٛ٪ُاج ٤ٰٜٛاتح، ٩ٟشع اٛغ٘ش٭. ٧ٚ ٯعة 

؟  اٛواٟح  

 ث. څ٪ڀ 

ح. ال   

 

ػٌؾ اٛذٝ ٟوش٩ٍ تا٦٣ ٯوا٣ٮ ٢ٟ اسذِام ُٮهاٟا  . ادخٚ ٟشٯغ ٟغ٢ ٯثٜي  إ٬ٛ ٩ؼذج اٛو٤اٯح ا٠ٛشٗضج  

ٟن ذشخٰض اؼرشاء هؼٜح اٜٛٔة ُٮ اٛث٪ٙ ؼٰس اشثد  ا٠ٛخذساخ٠ادج ذٞ اٛرؽش٭ ه٤. 

. ٧ٚ ٯثٜي ه٢ ٧ز٥ اٛ٪ُاج ٤ٰٜٛاتح  اػـشاتاخ ُٮ ذخـٰؾ اٜٛٔةأٯاٝ توذ  توذ  ذ٪ُٮذواؿ٦ٰ ٟادج اٛ٘٪ٗاٯ٢ٰ. ا٠ٛشٯغ 

 اٛواٟح ؟

  ث. څ٪ڀ 

ح. ال   

إطاتاخ ٓ٪ٯح ٩ؼادج:  ا١ ذغثة االد٩اخ اٛراٰٛح ٯ٢٘٠ ؼذأ ا١. ٠ٟشع اٛـة اٛششهٮ ٯوشُ  

ځ٢ٌْر دبلّضُٺُزث.   
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 ح. فجٱز ثٽىًٳ 

 ػ. ّپٸ ٹهٌدجةٍ 

 ه. ال ٍٕء ځڂج ّذٴ

 

؟ تاٛشػ٪ع إطاتاخ غثة٢٘٠ أ١ ذاٛراٰٛح ٟاألد٩اخ  اؼذ .  

ث. ّپٸ ٹهٌدجةٍ   

ح. ثٽَؽجػ ثٽڂٺْىً   

ه. وًٵز    

 ڇ. ثٽڂ٢ٌٵز

 

ٜٛؽِاف ه٬ٜ ٗٚ  ظابتع٠ن ٟالتظ ا٠ٛ اٛششهٮ ا٠٠ٛشعٓاٝ  ، ٢٠ ٟ٘ا١ اٛؽادزاؼذ ا٠ٛشاج ٩ُشذ عٰاسج  . طذٟد

؟ ٩أ٨٠٧ا األدٛح ا٤٘٠٠ٛح  

ُْجًرثٽ عجً څڂ٠ ٩ؾبلسث.ث  

 ح. ځقضىَجس ثٽڂ٪ور 

 ه. ثٽقڂٜ ثٽچىوٌ 

ْنجٿ )ثٽٌوثّخ ثٽْىهثء(ڇ. ًوثّخ ثٽ  

 

؟ػ٠ا١ اٛو٤ٰحا٠٧ٰحظ٪دج .   

ث. صىٱٌُ أهٽز ثٽضضذ٨   

ځ٨ ثألهٽز  ٕنجٗ ثٽيَڄ ص٪جځپىثح. صىٱٌُ ځ٪پىځجس فىٻ ثال   

 ه. َٺىڃ دڂغجدز صىعُٴ هجٿ الّضنوثځه إىث ځج ُصٌٹش ثألهٽز ٭ٌُ ځؤځَّچز

ثٽٶجڅىڅُز هثًر أ٩ذجء ثٽ٪ڂټڇ. َٺىڃ دڂغجدز ٩ڂپُز إل   

 

. ه٤ذ إظشاء اِٛؽض اٛـثٮ اٛششهٮ، أ٭ االظشاءاخ  ذرٞ  تاإلػاُح إ٬ٛ ذٰٰٔٞ اٛر٠شٯغ؟   

Focused assessmentأ. صٶُُڀ هٵُٴ وځٌٹَ
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 ح. ځٌثؽ٪ز هٵُٶز وځٌٹَر ٽپڂٶجدبلس ثٽڂچ٦ڂز 

 ػ. ثٽضٚىٌَ ثٽٲىصى٭ٌثٱٍ وثٽٌّىٿ ثٽذُجڅُز ٽپؾْڀ 

Performing minor autopsyه. ٩ڂټ صٌَٖـ د٠ُْ ٽپؾغز 

 

ٗذٟاخ ٩أٯؼا ظش٩غ، ٩ٗذٟاخ ٩ذ٪سٝ ٩ظ٨٨ا ٩اٛزساه٢ٰ ٩اِٛخزٯ٢،  ذوا٣ٮ ٢ٟ .ادخٜد ٟشٯؼح إ٬ٛ ٓغٞ اٛـ٪اسا 

 ظذا. ٓ٪ٯاه٢ ٣ِغ٨ا ٢٘ٛ٩ ا٨٠ٛاظٞ ٗا١  ٟـاتٔح ٛوالٟاخ أطاتن ه٬ٜ اٛشٓثح. ا٠ٛشٯؼح ذش٩٭ أ٨٣ا ؼا٩ٛد ا١ ذذاُن

ذ٘٪١ ٢ٟ ٤ٟـٔح؟ ُئ١ أ٩ٛ٪ٯح ظ٠ن األدٛح اٛع٤ائٰح  ت٤اء ه٬ٜ ا٠ٛوـٰاخ اٛغاتٔح 

 ث. ثٽٌأُ 

ىؽهثٽح.  

 ػ. ثٽ٢ٌٯ ثٽْٲپٍ 

 ه. ثٽٌٵذز 

 

ذ٨ٞ ٛرؽذٯذ ٧٪ٯح اٛشُاخ؟اسا٭ اهؼاء ُٮ ُشٯْ اٛـة اٛششهٮ ٯٔ٪ٝ ا٠٠ٛشع اٛششهٮ تاعرش .  

ثألودتز ٱٍ ثٽ٢خ ثٽ٩ٌٍٖ جٽڀث. ٩  

ثٽقٌٖثس ٱٍ ثٽ٢خ ثٽ٩ٌٍٖ جٽڀح. ٩  

جٽ٢خ ثٽ٩ٌٍٖدثٽٲىصى٭ٌثٱٍ  ڂٚىًػ. ثٽ  

٩جٽڀ ثالؽچجُ ثٽذٌَٖزه.    

 

. ٟا ٧ٮ ا٧ٞ ا٠ٛوٜ٪ٟاخ اٛرٮ ٯعة ه٬ٜ ا٠٠ٛشع ذ٪ش٨ٰٔا ُٮ ا٠َٜٛ ه٤ذ سهاٯح ٟشٯغ ذوشع ٨ٛع٪ٝ ه٤َٰ؟  

ٽه ثٽنوځجس ثٽڂٶوځز څى٧و ص٪ٌٝه ٽپهؾىٿث. ځىٵ٨    

دجٽىٵش ثٽڂچجّخپْپ٢جس ثٽٶجڅىڅُز هپم٢جًثح.    

أٱٌثه ثألٌّر ثٽيَڄ صڀ ثالصٚجٻ دهڀ  ثّڂجء ػ.  

ه. ثٽ٪بلځجس ثٽقُىَز   
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 هاٟا ٯوا٣ٮ ٢ٟ اٛغ٤٠ح ا٠ِٛشؿح ٟٔر٪ال ُٮ ا٤٠ٛضٙ  ٩دسظح ؼشاسج اٌٛشُح . ذٞ اٛوص٪س ه٬ٜ شاب ٯثٜي ٢ٟ اٛو٠ش 

ٝ  ٠شا٧ذاخاٛ ا٧ٞ ، ٟا ه٤ذ ذٰٰٔٞ اٛعصح.  اٗرشاٍ اٛعصحٛؽٰاج ٓثٚ أعث٪م ٩اؼذ ٢ٟ ٩ٗا١ آخش ك٨٪س ٦ٛ ه٬ٜ ٰٓذ ا 

 اٛرٮ  ٯعة ه٬ٜ ا٠٠ٛشع ا١  ٯر٪ٓو٨ا ؟

٩پً ثٽؾغزځ٨ ثٽوَوثڃ  وؽىه ثٽيدجحث.    

) صپىڅجس ځج د٪و ثٽىٱجر ( ثٽٌځُز ثٽغجدضزثٽًَٵز ح.    

صٚپخ ثٽ٪ٞبلس ثالًثهَزػ.   

صٚپخ ثٽ٪ٞبلس ثٽبلًثهَزه.    

 

ٟ٪أُح ٜٛرظ٪ٯش اِٛ٪ذ٪ًشاُٮ اٛششهٮ اٛغشٯش٭. ٟا ٧ٮ اإلظشاءاخ ا٠٨٠ٛح  ه٬ٜ ا٠٠ٛشع اٛششهٮ ه٤ذ ؼظ٪ٙ. 

اذثاه٨ا ؟ و٦ٰٜٛرٮ ٯعث  

ث. صىٱٌُ څْنز ځڄ ثٽٚىً ٽپْؾبلس ثٽ٢ذُز وثألٌّر   

ثٽٶجڅىڃ ٱجهرح. صٶوَڀ څْنز ځڄ ثٽٚىً إل   

ػ. ثثٽضٶجٟ ٙىً ځڄ ځْجٱز ٵٌَذز ٽپؾٌوؿ دبل ځ٢ٌْر   

صقوَو ثٽهىَز وثٽضجًَل  وُڄ ٙىًر ٽٌٵڀ ثٽٶُٞز ه. صٞڂ   

 

ُٮ اٜٛٔة ًٰش ٟواٛط ادخٚ ٠ٜٛغرش٬ِ تغثة اٛر٨اب سئ٪٭. ٗا١ ا٠ٛشٯغ ٯوا٣ٮ ٢ٟ  ٯوا٣ٮ ٨٤ٟث٪ؽ. ٟشٯغ ٟغ٢ 

ٗذٟاخ ٟروذدج ُٮ ٟشاؼٚ ٟخرِٜح ٢ٟ اٛشِاء ه٬ٜ اٛثـ٢ ٩اٛل٨ش،٩ٗغ٪س ُٮ االػالم  ٩هذج ٣ذ٩ب خـٰح ه٬ٜ 

ذغرذهٮ ٢ٟ ا٠٠ٛشع االخز تو٢ٰ االهرثاس ٜٛرؽْٰٔ ُٮ اؼر٠اٙ ا١ ٧ز٥ اٛ٘ذٟاخ ٣اذعح ه٢  اٛغِٰٜح.ا٭ ا٤ٛرائط ؿشاٍاال

 اهرذاء ظغذ٭؟

ٱٍ ثٽذ٢ڄ ثڅضٲجكث.   

ح. ثالٽضهجح ثٽٌةىٌ   

جس ځض٪وهر ٱٍ ځچج١ٴ ٙ٪خ صٲٌُْهج ػ. ٹوځ   

 ه. څٶ٘ ثٽ٩ٌجَز ثٽ٢ذُز

 

ْ اٛر٠شٯغ اٛششهٮ ه٤ذ سهاٯر٦ ٠ٛشٯغ اٛظذٟح؟ ". ا٭ اٛوثاساخ ذذٙ ه٬ٜ أ١ ا٠٠ٛشع ٯ٨ِٞ ذـثٰ  

ڂپڂىّز " ث. "ثٽقٚىٻ ٩پً ځىثٱٶز ثٽڂٌَٜ ٽضٶُُڀ ځٲٚټ ٽئلٙجدز وثٽضؤٹو ځڄ ؽڂ٨ ثألهٽز ثٽ  

 ح. "و٨ٝ م٢ز ٩ًجَز ځ٨ ثٽڂٌَٜ وثالصٚجٻ دجٽ١ٌٖز ٽڂََو ځڄ ثٽضىؽُه ".
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"جَز وثٽذٌثځؼ ثٽڂؾضڂ٪ُز وثٽ٪چ ځڄ ثال١ذجء ٽپڂٌثؽ٪جس ػ. "صٶُُڀ ثٽڂٌَٜ وصٶوَڀ ٵجةڂز   

الصٚجٻ دجٽ٢ذُخ ألمي ص٪پُڂجس ثٽ٪بلػ."ه. "ثالصٚجٻ دجٽ١ٌٖز وث   

 

ٯٔذٝ ذصَٰٔ ٠ٜٛعر٠ن ؼ٪ٙ ٟ٪ػ٪م اٛو٤َ ت٢ٰ االشخاص ) ؿاٛة اٛر٠شٯغ.  interpersonal 

violence اٛوشع؟  ٨ِٮاٛراٰٛا٠ٛ٪اػٰن أ٭ ٢ٟ  ذؼ٢ٰ٠ٯ٢٘٠ ذؽ٦ٰٔٔ ه٤ذ ا٤ٛاذعح ه٦٤ ٧٩زا ٨ُ٩ٞ ه٪اٟٚ اٛخـش ،(  

 Assertive communicationثٽقجٍٿ ض٪جځټث. ثٽ

ّىء ځ٪جځپز ثالٕنجٗح.  

 ػ. صٶجّڀ ثأل٩ڂجٻ ثٽڂچَٽُز 

ه. ثٽ٪بلٵز دُڄ ثألٕنجٗ 

 

هاٟا ٣ٔٚ إ٬ٛ ٓغٞ اٛـ٪اسا ٩ٟو٦ ؿِػ ظٜذ٭. أ٭ ٢ٟ  ترٰٰٔٞ ٟواّ ٯثٜي ٢ٟ اٛو٠ش  اٛششهٮ ا٠٠ٛشع ٓاٝ .

 ا٤ٛرائط اٛراٰٛح ذشٰش إ٬ٛ أ٦٣ ٯعة االذظاٙ تخذٟاخ ؼ٠اٯح اٛثا٢ٌٰٛ ؟

ث. ٹوځز ځضآٹپز ٩پً ثٽؾذهز ، وثأل٥جٱٌ ثٽ٢ىَپز   

ر، ًثةقز ٹٌَهز، وٽْ٪جس دٌث٭ُظ  ح. ثٽٶيثً   

ٱٍ ثٽؾذهز  ػ. ثٽڂبلدِ ثٽٲٞٲجٝز، وٹوځز   

 ه. ٹوځز ثٽؾذُڄ، وثأل٥جٱٌ ثٽ٢ىَپز

 

. ه٤ذٟا ٯـٜة ٢ٟ ا٠٠ٛشع اٛششهٮ ظ٠ن األدٛح اٛع٤ائٰح ٢ٟ ٟشٯغ ُآذ اٛ٪هٮ، ٟا ٧٪ االٟش األٗصش ا٠٧ٰح اٛز٭ 

؟ه٬ٜ ا٠٠ٛشع اٛششهٮ اٛرؤٗذ ٦٤ٟ ٠ُٰا ٯروْٜ ت٨ز٥ اٛو٠ٰٜح   

ٹجٱُز  موځجسث. صىٱٌ ٭ٌٱز څ٦ُٲز ځ٨   

ثٽٮجةخ ٩ڄ ثٽى٩ٍ ؽڂ٨ ثألهٽز ثٽؾچجةُز ځڄ  صذُڄُّجّز ح. صىٱٌ  

أعچجء ؽڂ٨ ثألهٽز  ؽىهر ثٽ٪ُچجسػ. ثٽڂقجٱ٦ز ٩پً    

 ه. ثٽڂڂٌٛ ثٽيٌ َؾڂ٨ ثألهٽز ٽوَه ثٽض٪پُڀ ثٽڂچجّخ ٽؾڂ٨ ثألهٽز ثٽؾچجةُز

 

ه٬ٜ ا٠٠ٛشع إتالى ا٠ٛشٯغ ت٠ا ٯٜٮ: أألدٛح. ه٤ذ اٛرؽؼٰش ٛرٰٰٔٞ اطاتح ٩ظ٠ن   

ٱٍ ٹُِ ثٽنجٙز ده ٹټ ثٽڂبلدِثٽٖن٘ ثٽڂٚجح أڃ ٨َٞ  ث.   
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ٶجڅىڅُزصىعُٴ ثٽچضجةؼ ّىٯ َ٪٢ً ٽپؾهجس ثٽأڃ ح.    

أٌ ؽَء ځڄ ثٽٲق٘ ثٽ٢ذٍ ثٽ٩ٌٍٖ  ثڃ ٌَٱٜ ثٽڂٌَٜ ځڄ فٴػ.    

ٱٍ ثٽڂقٺڂز ه. ثٽضىٵ٪جس ځڄ ٕهجهر ٝقجَج ثٽ٪چٰ  

 

٧٪ اٛرٌٰش ا٩  ٟاٛوذج ع٤٪اخ، ه٠ٚ ا٠٠ٛشع ُٮ اٛرخظض اِٛشهٮ ٛر٠شٯغ اٛـة اٛششهٮ. ُٮ ٧زا ا٠ٛعاٙ،  .

 اٛر٪ظ٦ اٛؽاٛٮ اٛز٭ ٯ٤ثٌٮ ه٬ٜ ا٠٠ٛشع اخز٥ تو٢ٰ االهرثاس؟

ث.  ثڅنٲجٛ ځ٪والس ثٽؾٌَڂز ثٽ٪چُٲز ثهي ثٽً ثڅنٲجٛ ثٽقجؽز ٽڂڂٌٍٝ ثٽ٢خ ثٽ٩ٌٍٖ   

ح. َٲٞټ ثٽ٢ذُخ ثٽ٩ٌٍٖ صى٥ُٰ ځڂٌٍٝ ثٽ٢خ ثٽ٩ٌٍٖ دْذخ ثٽنپٲُز ثٽ٢ذُز ٽوَهڀ .   

ه ثٽ٢پخ ٩پً ځڂٌٍٝ ثٽ٢خ ثٽ٩ٌٍٖ أٹذٌ ځڄ أٌ وٵش ځًٞ.ػ. ځ٨ ٍَجهر أ٩وثه ؽٌثةڀ ثٽ٪چٰ ََهث   

ه. ځڂٌٍٝ ثٽ٢خ ثٽ٩ٌٍٖ َٖٺپىڃ ثٽضنٚٚجس ثٽٲ٩ٌُز ثٽڂضچجٵٚز.   

 

. ه٤ذ اٛرٰٰٔٞ اٛثذ٣ٮ، ٛٞ ٓاٛد ا٨٣ا ذوشػد ٛالًرظاب  هاٟا إ٬ٛ ٓغٞ اٛـ٪اسا ٩ . ادخٜد ُراج ذثٜي ٢ٟ اٛو٠ش 

٧ٮ ا٠ٛوٜ٪ٟاخ اٛرٮ ٢ٟ شؤ٨٣ا أ١ ذؤشش ه٬ٜ ذٰٰٔٞ ٠ٟشع اٛـة  ٯالؼق ا٠٠ٛشع اطاتح ُٮ ا٤٠ٛـٔح اٛر٤اعٰٜح. ٟا

 اٛششهٮ ؟

٪ ځڄ فجالس ثال٭ضٚجح ثٽڂؤٹور ص٦هٌ ثالٙجدز ثٽضچجّپُز. ٪ و ث. دُڄ    

 ح. صٞجًح ثٽضٶجًٌَ ثٽٖٲىَز ځ٨ ثألهٽز ثٽضٍ صڀ ؽڂ٪هج ٦َهٌ ثٽنوث٧.

ثٍٝ. ثٽضچجّپُز ٌَُٖ ثٽً ځڂجًّز ثٽؾچِ دجٽضٌ ثالٙجدجسػ. ٩وٿ وؽىه    

٪ ځڄ ثال٩ضوثءثس ثٽؾچُْز ال صضٌٷ أٌ إٙجدجس وثٝقز٪ و ه. دُڄ   

 

اٛز٭ ٢ٟ شؤ٦٣ ا٠ٛؽاُلح  و٠ٚاًٛرظاب. ٟا ٧٪االع٠ن ه٤ٰح اٛغائٚ ا٤٠ٛ٪٭ ٢ٟ ػؽٰح ٯاٛششهٮ  ٠٠شعٓاٝ اٛ. 

 ه٬ٜ عٜغٜح طؽٰؽح ٢ٟ األدٛح ؟

ث. ثٽ٪ُچز ثٽضٍ صڀ ؽڂ٪هج صٺىڃ ځْڂجر ، ځنضىځز، وَقضٲ٤ دهج ٱٍ عبلؽز ځٶٲپز فضً ص٪٢ً ٽپ١ٌٖز.   

ٱٍ و٩جء مجٗ وص٪٢ً إٽً ثٽ٢ذُخ ثٽ٩ٌٍٖ. صى٨ٝح. ثٽ٪ُچز    

. پ١ٌٖزث٢٩جةهجٽػ. َضڀ و٨ٝ ثٽ٪ُچز ٱٍ عبلؽز ٭ٌٱز ثألهوَز ٵذټ    

ىط.ه. صنضڀ ثٽ٪ُچز وص٪٢ً ٩پً ثٽٲىً إٽً ثٽ١ٌٖز ٽضؾچخ ثٽضپ   
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؟ ٢ٟ ٓثٚ ا٠٠ٛشع اٛششهٮ األدٛحظ٪دج ػ٠ا١ اٛؽِاف ه٬ٜ ٟا ٧ٮ ا٠٧ٰح .   

ثألهٽز صذٌا ثٽؾجڅٍ ؽىهر ٝڂجڃث. ثٽقٲج٣ ٩پً   

ثألهٽز ّضْج٩و ٱٍ ؽڂ٨ دُجڅجس ٹجٱُز ٽئلهثڅز.  ؽىهر ٝڂجڃح. ثٽقٲج٣ ٩پً    

 ػ. ؽڂ٨ُ ثألهٽز، إىث فٲ٦ش دٖٺټ ٙقُـ، ّضوَڄ ثٽڂ٪ضوٌ. 

ثألهٽز ُّڂٺڄ ثّضنوثځهج ٱٍ ثٽڂقٺڂز ؽىهر ٝڂجڃٽؾٌَڂز ځ٨ ثٽقٲج٣ ٩پً ه.ثىث فٲ٦ش دُجڅجس ث  

 

ُٮ ا٤٠ٛـٔح  ثاس٩دس٩اعة اٛ ٓـشعٞ  دائش٭ ٟن ٗشؾ ٧اٟشٮ ٟؽٰـٮ ٟرشٗض ٟن ؼ٪اٍ ٟؽرشٓح ، ٩ ظشغ. 

اٛعشغ  ٧زا ُٮ ٟغاس اٛعشغ اٯؼا ٟ٪ظ٪د ثاس٩دعٞ ا٬ٛ اٛخَٜ ٢ٟ ٓ٪ٓوح االر١ . اٛ عٞ أهال٥ ٩ اٛظذًٰح ا٬٤٠ٰٛ ، 

٣اذط ه٢: 

ث. ثٙجدز  دٶىر ٭ٌُ فجهر    

 ح. ثٙجدز دٶىر فجهر

ػ. ثٙجدز فٌثًَز   

ه. ؽٌؿ د٢پٴ څجًٌ   
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Annexes 

Annex1 

Table (1-4-a)  Socio-demographic characteristics of the participants (n = 108) 

Characteristics No. of respondents (n) (%) 

Age (years) 

20-22 83 76.8 

23-25 19 17.6 

26-28 6 5.6 

Gender 

Male 34 31.5 

Female 74 68.5 

Place of residence 

Village 52 48.1 

City 48 44.4 

Camp 8 7.5 

 

Annex 2 

Table (1-4-b)  Socio-demographic characteristics of the participants (n = 108) 

Characteristics No. of respondents (n) (%) 

Study major 

Nursing  86 79.6 

Midwifery 22 20.4 

Universities 

Al-Quds university 50 46.3 

Bethlehem university 30 27.8 

Hebron university 28 25.9 
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Annex 3 

Table (2-4a) Level of knowledge scores by socio-demographic data (n=108)  

Characteristics Number of 

respondents 

Correct answers (%) 

by demographic 

variables 

Knowledge level 

(excellent, very 

good, 

good, weak) 

Age (years) 

20-22  83 41.3% weak 

23-25  19 37.7% weak 

26-28 6 42.7% weak 

Gender 

Male  34 34.7% weak 

Female 74 43.5% weak 

Place of residence 

City  48 41.5% weak 

Village 52 39.3% weak 

Camp 8 44.8% weak 

 

Annex 4 

Table (2-4b) Level of knowledge scores by socio-demographic data (n=108)  

Characteristics Number of 

respondents 

Correct answers (%) 

by demographic 

variables 

Knowledge level 

(excellent, very 

good, 

good, weak) 

Study major 

Nursing   86 39.7% weak 

Midwifery 22 44.5% weak 

Universities 

Al-Quds university  50 36.7% weak 

Bethlehem university 30 46.2% weak 

Hebron university 28 42.1% weak 

General forensic knowledge 108 40.7% weak 
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Annex 5 

Table(3-4) : Mean knowledge scores of the nursing and midwifery students according to 

gender (n = 108) 

 

Health area Gender Mean knowledge 

(SD) 

t statistics 

(df) 

Mean 

difference 

P 

value 

Forensic 

Nursing 

Male (34) 17.35 (7.87) -2.955 

(46.991) 

-4.38 0.005 

Female (74) 21.73 (5.25) 

Independent t test 
SD = standard deviation 

df = degree of freedom 

Annex 6 

Table (4-4) Mean knowledge scores of the nursing and midwifery students according to study 

major (n = 108) 

Health area Study major 

Mean knowledge 

(SD) 

t statistics 

(df) 

Mean 

difference 

P 

value 

Forensic 

nursing 

nursing (86) 19.87 (6.83) -1.93 

(47.91) 

-2.36 0.060 

midwives (22) 22.23 (4.58) 

Independent t test 
SD = standard deviation 

df = degree of freedom 

 

Annex 7 

Table (5-4) : One way ANOVA f-statistics  analysis for the scores according to place of 

residence 

Standard Source of 

variation 

Sum of 

squares 

D.f Mean 

squares 

F 

statistics 

P value 

Place of 

residence 

Between 

groups 
66.506 2 33.253 

0.787 0.458 Within 

groups 
4436.123 105 42.249 

Total 4502.630 107  

One-way ANOVA 
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Annex 8 

Table (6-4) : Tukey Multiple Comparisons Tests 

Multiple Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Total _ Sum 

Tukey HSD 

(I)  place of 

residence 

(J)  place of 

residence 

Mean 

Difference 

(I-J) 

Std. 

Error 
P value 

City 
village 1.11699 1.30102 .668 

camp -1.60417 2.48219 .795 

Village 
City -1.11699 1.30102 .668 

camp -2.72115 2.46852 .515 

Camp 
City 1.60417 2.48219 .795 

village 2.72115 2.46852 .515 

 

Annex 9 

Table (5-4) : One way ANOVA f-statistics  analysis for the scores according to place of 

residence 

Standard Source of 

variation 

Sum of 

squares 

D.f Mean 

squares 

F 

statistics 

P value 

Place of 

residence 

Between 

groups 
66.506 2 33.253 

0.787 0.458 Within 

groups 
4436.123 105 42.249 

Total 4502.630 107  

One-way ANOVA 
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Annex 10 

Table (8-4) : Tukey multiple comparison test for the three university  

Multiple Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Total _ Sum 

Tukey HSD 

(I) Three universities (J) Three universities 

Mean 

Differenc

e (I-J) 

Std. 

Error 
Sig. 

Alquds university 
Bethlehem university -4.90667

*
 1.43323 .003 

Hebron university -2.42571 1.46487 .227 

Bethlehem university 
Alquds university 4.90667

*
 1.43323 .003 

.285 Hebron university 2.48095 1.63076 

Hebron university 
Alquds university 2.42571 1.46487 .227 

Bethlehem university -2.48095 1.63076 .285 

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 

 

Annex 11 

Table ( 9-4): Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Total _ Sum 

Source 
Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df 

Mean 

Square 
F Sig. 

Gender 68.610 1 68.610 1.834 0.179 

Place_of_Residence 37.890 2 18.945 .507 0.604 

University 345.859 2 172.929 4.624 0.012 

Gender * 

Place_of_Residence 
.667 1 .667 .018 0.894 

Gender * University 66.860 2 33.430 .894 0.413 

Place_of_Residence * 

University 
169.629 3 56.543 1.512 0.217 

Gender * 

Place_of_Residence * 

University 

93.678 2 46.839 1.252 0.291 

Total 49236.000 108    

a. R Squared = .219 (Adjusted R Squared = .111) 

 




